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ASG Forms Committee
To Study WARC
by Rebecca Roolf
News Editor

AP Photo Courtesy Meadville Tribune

Panama riot police advance through Panama City to clear debris from the street.
Demonstrators chanting "justice" protested the political situation the country.

Panama Economic Sanctions Rejected
by David DeFazio
Staff Writer
President Reagan declared
yesterday he would not impose
the maximum economic sanctions against Panama for its involvement in drug trafficking
activities. He also signed an
order over the weekend to
"decertify" Panama and several
other countries that have failed
to take adequate steps to control
trafficking.
Political conflict arose in
Panama last Thursday when
President Eric Arturo Delvalle
announced his intent to remove
General Manuel Antonio Ncriega. Noriega, however, rejected
the decision, and instead forced
Delvalle from office. Minister
of Education Manuel Solis Palma was sworn in as President.
Delvalle's wife said Sunday
that Delvalle plans to remain in
Panama as long as possible to
assert his constitutional right to
the presidency. Delvalle is said
to be in hiding in Panama.
A 1986 anti-drug law required President Reagan to certify by March 1 whether countries
where major drug trafficking occurs are "fully cooperating" in
combatting drug trafficking.
The law requires the United
States vote against all new loans
to decertified countries by international development banks
such as the World Bank and the
International Monetary Fund. In
the case of Panama, the United
States will also keep in place
economic and military sanctions
imposed last year.
The anti- drug law also
states the President may impose
additional sanctions, including
barring airline flights between
the United States and Panama,

The New York Times reloss of preferential tariff treatment and a 50% tax on all im- ported Monday that a trade embargo by the U.S. would not
ports from Panama.
Many lawmakers from both likely have much of an impact
political parties said the United on Panama. When the United
States should consider an eco- States suspended its economic
nomic embargo of Panama, and military aid to Panama last
since about 60% of all Panama- year, Japan and other countries
nian exports come to the United rushed to fill the vacuum.
States. Such an embargo might Editor's Note: Information for
help put pressure on General this article was compiled from
The New York Times.
Noriega.

Dukakis First In Maine
by Megan E. Schneider
Assistant News Editor
Governor of Massachusetts,
Michael Dukakis finished first
in the Maine Democratic caucuses held this past weekend.
Reverend Jesse Jackson placed a
surprise second.
Dukakis' easy win was expected in Maine because of its
proximity to his home state of
Massachusetts. Jackson's second-place finish is considered to
show his ability to build a support base in a largely white
state.
Vice-president George Bush
claimed an overwhelming first
place finish in the Republican
caucuses, with Pat Robertson
coming in a far second.
The commanding victory of
Bush- who has a summer house
in Maine- included making temporary alliances with supporters
of Senator Bob Dole to face the
challenge of Robertson's popularity. Jeff Nelson- spokesman
for the Robertson campaignclaimed the Republican party
establishment in Maine was
stacked against Robertson.
For both Democrats and
Republicans, the weekend caucuses were the first step in se-

lecting delegates to the national
conventions this summer. The
Republicans will have 22 delegates picked at the state convention in April. The Democrats
will have 23 delegates picked at
the state convention in May.
The Democratic tally o f
state delegates left Dukakis with
44% of the delegates, Jackson
with 27%, Simon 5%, Gephardt
3%, both Gore and Hart 1%, and
19% uncommitted.
Simon, Gephardt, Gore, and
Hart did not show well, for they
mounted little effort in Maine.
Jackson finished better than expected since he ran television
spots and sought support among
the ranks of labor, environmentalists and pure activists.
The Republican tally- with
255 of the 290 town caucuses
reporting- left Bush with 694
state delegates, Robertson with
146, Dole 86, Kemp 14 and 123
uncommitted delegates.
The spokesman for the
Robertson campaign agreed with
Bush forces who predicted Bush
would win all 22 of the national
convention delegates.
Editor';; Note: Information for
this article was complied from
The New York Times.

mine the shows getting the top
time slots.
Bob Muto, ASG controller,
said he knew of students who
Allegheny Student Gov- had applied to WARC with
ernment (ASG) decided last shows not of a progressive fornight to form an ad hoc mat. The students, Muto said,
committee to survey the student were "in a sense boxed out from
body about student-run radio getting shows," because the exstation WARC's format. ASG ecutive board programmed the
President Jerry Iamurri also an- shows for 2 a.m. to 6 a.m.
nounced the ASG presidential
Another ASG member said
elections for next year.
if the majority of the students
Iamurri opened a heated de- who fund WARC don't like the
bate about WARC's program- programming, the station
ming format by asking for doesn't meet the goal of enteropinions on Henry Corson's tainment.
editorial letter that appeared in
Jerry Stubenhoffer, AS G
The CAMPUS last week. Cor- member, suggested WARC be
son's letter suggested WARC's rated by the entire student body
progressive format is unpopular in the form of a survey. After
with the student body and repre- some debate as to who would
sents a waste of ASG money.
organize the survey, ASG apOne ASG council member proved a proposal to form an ad
said, "I think he was 100% cor- hoc committee consisting of
three ASG members, three
rect."
WARC
members and three stuCouncil then questioned
exactly what WARC's constitu- dents from the college commution outlines as the station's nity at large. Iamurri suggested
goals. Iamurri said WARC's the WARC members of the
goals are two-fold, to educate committee include the station's
general manager, programming
and to entertain.
director and music director. ApIn response, a council
plications for the other three
member said, "Those are not the
goals their upper-level people positions will be taken by ASG
are taking about." Another from members of the student
ASG representative asked, "Why body.
Iamurri emphasized the poll
progressive?"
will not be used to force WARC
Iamurri, speaking in part to change music formats. He
from his past experience as a said the situation is "not a conWARC member, explained frontation."
WARC wants to provide an alIamurri wants to see a
ternative to top-40 and to give "constructive dialogue between
air play to new and upcoming the two organizations."
bands.
Iamurri also announced the
Debate ensued ab out ASG presidential elections.
WARC's programming. "I Platforms are to be submitted to
think they're too one-tracked," ASG by March 29, the first day
said one ASG member. Another of classes for third term. Iamurri
representative brought up the "A also announced his own plans
Box," the box containing recent not to seek reelection.
releases primarily by progressive
The ASG trip to Daytona
groups. The representative felt Beach for spring break has been
the WARC requirement of play- cancelled. A lack of student
ing six "A box" selections every support was cited, along with
hour tends to cause the hour to transportation problems, as the
be dominated by progressive cause of the cancellation. Monmusic, regardless of the specified ey paid for the trip will be reformat for the particular show.
funded to students.
ASG end-of-term bus tickAn ASG council member
who is also a WARC disc jock- ets will go on sale -next week in
ey, pointed out the "A box" the ASG office.
contains a variety of music, including hard rock and classical.
The council member also stated
WARC gives equal air time to
different formats.
Competitive Exam
The "A-box" records must
Weekend
p. 3
be given air-play, according to
another council member, in orAIDS Lecture p. 4
der for WARC to continue to
Candidates Debate
get free records from record
companies.
Issues
p. 5
ASG representatives pointed
Editorial: Drugs
out the fact the WARC Executive Board decides different show
And Panama p. 7
time slots for each term. The
council member said the execu- 1/4 W
. 8, 9
tive board can therefore deter-
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Finance Committee Discusses College Comparison Group
by Robert Klingberg

competitive+" (2), and "highly
competitive" (3) by the Barrons

Assistant News Editor
The Allegheny College Finance Committee met last
Wednesday and discussed forming a group of schools to which
Allegheny could be compared for
financial planning purposes.
The committee also evaluated a
draft of a memo addressed to the
Financial Aid Committee,
inviting them to make a presentation to the Finance Committee.
The comparison schools
memo was passed out by Vice
President for Planning and Information Ed Barboni. The Finance Committee plans to use a
"comparison group of schools"
in its five-year financial model,
still in the tentative stages.
According to Barboni, Allegheny, in order to make a workable
and valid financial model, must
determine which schools are
valid comparison guides.
Allegheny would not be
compared to these schools in the
sense of one being better than
the other. Rather, the comparison group would be used to
monitor the Allegheny's
progress at particular times. As
the memo says, "The selection
of schools to which we wish to
compare ourselves could have a
substantial effect on the financial consequences of choosing
various targets for faculty
salaries."
The memo graphs Allegheny faculty salaries in relation to
three "reasonable" comparison
groups chosen by Barboni.
These are the "51 overlap
schools," which consist of
schools that received the most
overlap applications from students offered Allegheny admission for fall 1985, 1986 and
1987; the "Barrons Selectivity
1, 2, and 3 Schools," which
consist of schools ranked as
"most competitive" (1), "highly

"Some benefits, such as retire- Barboni, "because it will give meeting. At that meeting, it
ment, are directly tied to salary.
the faculty present a chance to was decided committees other
If, for example, an institution
discuss it with their colleagues." than Finance, who could provide
Guide to Colleges (Allegheny pays a certain percentage of aSullivan, said, "I want to valuable input in finalizing the
ranks 4) , and the "Comparable professor's salary into a retire
- define our comparison group 5-year financial plan, would be
and Model Schools," a group of
invited to present their views to
ment
fund,
that
amount
goes
up
institutions chosen by Alleghe- as salaries go up, since the per- based on the schools we are losthe Finance Committee.
ing
students
to.
This
will
cause
ny planners in the early 1980s.
Since financial aid figures
centage donated remains the
Barboni's memo compares same. So, to know the true ex - us to stretch (our goals) down so prominently into the 5-year
the road."
Allegheny to the three compariplan, Financial Aid was chosen
son groups based on faculty pense of raising salaries, you In addition to discussing the as the first committee to make a
must also consider the cost on comparison group memo, a draft
salaries. At last Wednesday's the
benefits side, as well," Bar- of a memo from Ford was also presentation to Finance.
Finance Committee meeting, boni said.
Discussion of a valid comdiscussed by the Finance ComAssistant Professor of MatheDiscussion of th e memo
parison group for Allegheny, as
m
ittee. The memo, addressed to
matics Stephen Bowser asked was tabled at the Wednesday Fiwhether it would be possible to nance Committee meeting. the Financial Aid Committee, is well as discussion of the comthe product of a discussion held parison group memo, is expectgear the comparison more to- "This was a good thing," said at
the February 3rd Finance ed to continue at the next Fiward benefits instead of salaries.
nance Committee meeting.
Benefits include a wide variety
of supplements to faculty salary,
including health insurance for
the teacher and/or their family,
housing allowances, and retireAssociate Professor o I
by Megan E. Schneider
ment allowances.
Professor of Classics James
Assistant
News
Editor
Hogan
assured
the
committee,
"I
Modern
Languages Mary WagnProvost Andrew T. Ford
don't
think
any
of
the
programs
er
addressed
the study abroad
said, "I think the key factor in
The Curriculum Committee we have addressed have intended program. The number of coursfaculty recruitment is salary. Ip
building a model we can work rejected a motion to refer the to coerce departments into es required in the freshmen and
sophomore years, according to
with, I think we should focus on latest revision of a curricular changing their demands."
proposal to the faculty for a first
Debate centered around the Wagner, might hurt the study
salary."
"Salary is a policy issue," reading, by a 5 to 3 vote at its question of core courses for abroad program. Wagner felt,
meeting Monday.
divisions. While the Human.- "We should make it easier for
said President Daniel F. Sullivan "but we must remember that
Earlier this week, the Al- ties and Social Science divisions students to get away."
At their meeting, the Curan additional 24% of our total legheny academic department will have core courses, the
expenses goes into our benefits chairmen discussed the same Natural Science division will riculum Committee approved
tabled
form
last
expenditures."
proposal. The department chair have the option of having the week.courses
Approved
with
minor
In an interview Friday, Bar- meeting resulted in 6 votes for, cluster sequence instead of the language revisions were Psyboni explained why Allegheny 6 votes against and 3 absten- core courses. Irwin Gertzog, chology 490 and Interdiscihas historically based compar- tions to the proposal. professor of classics, suggested plinary Studies 190 and 191. In
isons on srlary rather than
Issues concerning the pro- "other divisions should have that the Economics department a 210
benefits. "There exists a huge
"
course was approved to be added
variability nationwide in benefit posal discussed by the Cur- option.
programs. Since affordable fac- riculum Committee before the
Another concern raised by to the curriculum as a synthesis
ulty housing, for example, is vote included distribution, the student Curriculum Committee of the deleted 200 and 230
not as big an issue at Allegheny core course program, the fresh- member Susan Scheuring ad- courses.
as it is at a place like Drew man seminar, and the study dressed theproposed freshman
Next week the committee
University, we talk mostly abroad program.
seminar. Scheuring felt the will discuss an ROTC proposal.
about salary. But if I was at
A problem defined by the seminars would take faculty The Curriculum Committee will
another school, one where af- department heads and recognized members away from teaching have an additional meeting this
fordable housing was more of a by the committee is congestion departmental courses and could Thursday at 8 a.m., to discuss a
problem, I'd look at benefits as of requirements established in possibly weaken the major pro- proposal to replace the one rewell as salary."
the proposal. gram of a department. jetted Monday.
While benefits may not be
as important an issue at Allegheny as at other schools,
Barboni stressed they are,
nonetheless, tied to salary.

Curriculum Committee Votes Down
Sending Revised Proposal To Faculty

The CAMPUS Asks ••

COUNT' MARKET TRAVEL
It's not too early to
start planning your
SPRING BREAK!!

"Bush. Most definitely Bush.
We've seen what has happened
under Republican leadership
since '80 in the areas of
economic development, controlling inflation, military stubbornness and most recently,
control of nuclear arms. What
we do not need is a democracy
with a social reform platform to
take us back to the Carter era. It
is not the federal government's
job to feed the entire country at
the expense of the middle
class."-- Andy Bohonak, '91

located in County Market
all now: 337- 0252

SENIOR PRE-MED
STUDENTS.
Could you use a scholarship for
medical school? Why not
investigate the Armed Forces
Health Professions Scholarship
Program, with sponsorship by
the U.S. Air Force. Current
senior premedical students of
medicine or osteopathy may
now compete for Air Force
scholarships. We want to help
you continue your education.
Contact your local Air Force
health professions representative for details. Call

If I had to vote tomorrow I
would not vote because I really
do not know the policies well
enough to make a knowledgeable decision. I really would
have liked to see Mario Como,
Democrat Governor of Ne w
York run. I would have
definitely voted for h i m . " - -

Barbara Wilke, '91

CAPT JOSEPH T. COOPER
412 - 687 - 7325 COLL E C T
•=•
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by Nelson da Costa, Jr.

Staff Writer
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If the presidential election were tomorrow,
who wouldyou vote for?

"Jesse Jackson would get my
vote. Although Rev. Jackson
has been aggressive in foreign
affairs, he has attempted to work
towards a peaceful solution to
world crises."-- Chris Pas-

trick, '91

"Tigger. Because Tiggers are
wonderful things. And besides
they're more honest."-- Virginia Adkins, '88
"I would vote, most likely, for
Hart. Mainly because I think
that he is most qualified. Anyway, if he can stand up to the
American public - he can stand
up to anyone."-- John Zavocki, '91

spending and fairer taxation.
That, and he's not a Republican."-- Fred Chenot, '91
"If I had to vote tomorrow, I'd
vote Dukakis. He has the two
most important ingredients to
win it: money and charisma.
Nowadays, most people look at
the superficial side of the candidate and ignore the issues. He
looks good; he'll win."-- Paul

Pongrance, '90
"I would vote for Jesse Jackson.
It's just too bad the media have "If the elections were tomorrow
molded the minds of the Ameri- I'd definitely vote for Bozo the
can people to believe he's noth- Clown. He certainly has a great
ing but a black man without any background in politics and I figcredentials or qualifications."-- ure, what the heck? We can't go
Lee Mcferren, '88
downhill any farther so Bozo is
"I would vote for Mickey my boy."-- Kevin Goodwin,
91
Mouse. He's as well qualified as
any of the candidates, except he's
more human than the others."-"If the presidential election were
tomorrow I would vote for Gary
Sarah Crall, '89
Hart. He has a lot of nerve to
"I would write in Ronald Rea- come back into the race after all
gan."--Meade Smith, '88
the scandal. Any man that can
come back after all that publici"Gephardt - it is time for a ty can handle the responsibilities
change."-- David Callahan, of the presidency."-- Lis a

'91 Anne Blair, '91
"Dukakis - Although he's not "I would vote for Pat Robertson.
the best when it comes to deal- The morals of the country have
ing with world affairs and deteriorated to nil. We need a
diplomacy, his plans for deficit man with religious guidance to
reduction seem to be the most bring us to the Promised Land."realistic, cuts in defensive - Vic Driscol, '91
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Prospective
Students
Explore
Allegheny

Allegheny
Democrats,
Republicans
Plan Debate
On Election

by Susan Orr and
Rebecca Roolf

by Mark Ostrowski
Staff Writer

The Allegheny College
campus was overrun this weekend with approximately 400
prospective students taking the
annual Allegheny Competitive
Examination and participating in
Allegheny Scholar's Weekend.
Competitive Exam winners and
Allegheny Scholars finalists
will both receive merit-based
scholarships to Allegheny.
The weekend also served
another purpose. It gave prospective students a sense of what
Allegheny life is all about.
Approximately 100 of the
high school students stayed over
night in Allegheny residence
halls. The overnight stays were
arranged through VISA's
prospective program.
Most students The CAMPUS interviewed were generally
impressed with Allegheny's atmosphere. Joan Kranak o f
Pittsburgh thought "the atmosphere seems homey."
The majority of students
interviewed thought their short
stay at Allegheny gave them a
fairly accurate picture of life at
Allegheny.
Molly Dietz, of Greely,
Colorado, felt staying overnight
in the dorms was a good way to
learn about campus life. She
said, "It would be nice to see a
weekday with classes going on."
Baker found it difficult to
determine if the weekend gave
him a true picture of Allegheny.
He went on to say, talking to
students was a good way for him
to find out about Allegheny.
Jim Fye, of Weedville,
Pennsylvania, said "I've been

Public Affairs Photo

Prospective Allegheny students gruel over the 77th Allegheny Competitive Exam, given
last Saturday. Winners will receive merit-based scholarships to Allegheny. The weekend,
run by Admissions and VISA, allowed high school students to get a taste of Allegheny.
talking to a lot of students." He
went on to say he found Allegheny students friendly and
honest about campus life. Fye
noted students were honest about
the work load here. He felt, "If
you're planning on coming here,
be prepared to work."
Assistant Director of Admissions Catherine Shields said
of the weekend, "It's really important for students to stay
overnight to see what the school
is really like."
The two main events of the
weekend were the Competitive
Exam and the interviews and
banquet held for Allegheny
Scholar nominees.
The Allegheny Competitive
Examination, now in its 77th
year, may be taken by any

banquet. Sheilds said this number represented a 50% increase
over the number of nominees
last year.

prospective student. The exam,
given Saturday morning and afternoon, consisted of two main
parts, multiple choice questions
and essay.

The faculty interviews contribute to the selection of the
Allegheny Scholars for next
year. Scholars receive four-year
renewable scholarships, contingent upon a maintenance of a
3.0 grade point average.
The Allegheny Scholars
Banquet was held in Skylight
Dining Hall on Saturday
evening. Scholar nominees had
the opportunity to meet other
nominees and to talk to faculty
and administrators at the banquet.

The top twenty scorers on
the test will be awarded four-year
renewable scholarships beginning at $2100 per year. In addition, the participants ranked in
the next 40 spots will receive
onetime scholarships of $500
each.
The exam will also be given on March 5 in New York
City.
Allegheny Scholars Weekend coincided with the exam
weekend. More than 150 nominees for the Allegheny Scholars
scholarship were invited to visit
campus for faculty interviews
and a special Allegheny Scholars

Prospective students were
also provided with complimentary tickets to the
Playshop production " Tw o
Gentlemen of Verona" and were
encouraged to attend the Elizabethan Festivities featured in the
Saturday Nite Life series.

Peace Corps Discussed At Meeting Of
Newly Formed World Issues Forum
by Mark Ostrowski
Staff Writer
The World Issues Forum
(W.I.F.) met in Brooks Pine
Lounge Tuesday for a talk and
slide presentation by Dr. Steven
Randall, Assistant Professor of
Sociology and Anthropology at
Allegheny. The topic was the
Peace Corps, specifically the
experiences of Randall in Nepal,
a small country in Southeast
Asia.
Randall was an agricultural
consultant in Nepal. Because he
had no prior experience with
agriculture, he was trained by
the Peace Corps in Southern
California and the Philippines.
Randall said that he received a
"crash" course in agriculture and
the language and culture o f
Nepal that lasted about four
months. According to Randall,
his experience in the Peace
Corps was very rewarding.
He said, however, that there
were many things to become
accustomed to in Nepal. Ac-

Various programs were
planned for parents of prospective students, including
"Conversation with the President" and a financial aid session.
Students and parents both had
the opportunity to attend career
focus panels dealing with career
options on the different academic
departments. Panels consisted
of a faculty member, a current
student and an alumnus.

cording to him, he was sick many people similar to Profesabout every three months with sor Randall who have had expe"every disease you can imagine". riences in foreign countries that
Randall said for those who were they would be willing to share
not willing to live under such with Allegheny students. Menprimitive conditions as in drala and Rice hope to have
Nepal, there are several other some of Allegheny's foreign exmore modern locations offered change students speak about
their respective countries, as
by the Peace Corps.
well.
This meeting was one of
Mendrala also said other
the first for the World Issues programs such as a Model UnitForum, a program started this ed Nations program with other
year by freshmen Nancy Men- colleges are in the planning
drala and Sam Rice. Mendrala stages. Rice said the suggessaid the program is designed to tions of the students are welincrease awareness of world come regarding other programs
events on Allegheny's campus. and topics for discussions and
According to Mendrala, there are lectures.
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Summer & Career Opportunitie
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world travel. Hawaii, Bahamas,
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For your special parties._
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The Allegheny College Republicans and the Allegheny
College Democrats have several
events planned for the upcoming
presidential election. Wendy
Valinski, chairperson of the
College Democrats, has spoken
to Nancy Whitehead, chairperson
of the College Republicans,
about a debate based on the issues of the election.
Valinski and Whitehead
plan to have the debate sometime during third term.
Both organizations have, in
previous local elections, made
phone calls and distributed pamphlets encouraging people to
vote. They plan to do the same
thing with the national election.
Valinski said the Democrats
hope to have speakers representing some of the various candidaL,,s, possibly in conjunction
with other area colleges with
Allegheny as the host. She also
said the Democrats are planning
to make general information
sheets on all of the candidates to
be posted in the Post Office.
The fact sheets will serve to increase Allegheny students'
awareness of the issues of the
election.
Whitehead said there will be
a voter registration drive this
Wednesday and Thursday from
10:30 to 1:30 in the Post Office. The drive will allow those
students who have not registered
either here or in their home state
to register to vote in the
upcoming election.
Both Valinski and Whitehead stressed their main goal of
educating the campus
community on all of the issues
and candidates.
Whitehead said Allegheny
freshman Kevin Shriver, the executive director of the College
Republicans, is running for the
Vice-Chairmanship of the
Pennsylvania State College Republicans, the statewide organization of the Allegheny College
Republicans. According to
Whitehead, the State College
Republicans will meet in Pittsburgh and will have their own
elections, lectures, caucuses and
workshops. The Allegheny
College Republicans will send
three or four of its members to
the meeting in Pittsburgh.

.141.

WE DELIVER
6-10 Mon.-Sat. (9:30 last call)
(7:30 last call)
4-8 Sunda

891 Market St.
Phone: 724-5016
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Keeling Speaks On AIDS Virus
by Rebecca Roolf
News Editor

Ph oto by John Kieger
Allegheny students concentrate intently on stud ying.

"Can you get AIDS from a
salad bar?" asked Dr. Richard P.
Keeling in his lecture "Taking
AIDS Seriously" last Wednesday
in Ford Chapel.
"It depends what you do in
the salad bar," said Keeling, in
one of the brief points of humor
in his serious and factual talk
about AIDS.
According to Keeling,
AIDS is a very serious matter
for heterosexuals as well as
homosexuals. "We are at the
threshold of the heterosexual
AIDS epidemic. We don't know
how big an epidemic that is going to be," stressed Keeling.
Keeling said approximately
53,700 cases of AIDS have been
identified in America. By 1991,
predictions estimate between
290,000 and 385,000 cases will
develop. Keeling said, "More
people will die of AIDS than
will die of automobile accidents"
if these predictions are correct.
Keeling cited the long
incubation period of the virus of
rive or more as a major problem

in combatting AIDS. Of the
total number of people exposed
to AIDS, only about on quarter
have developed symptoms. Although these people are asymptomatic and unidentifiable, they
are truly infected and contagious,
Keeling said.
Keeling also pointed out the
problems with AIDS testing.
The test checks for antibodies in
the bloodstream, not the AIDS
virus itself. Since antibodies do
not reach detectable levels until
12 weeks after exposure to the
virus, people capable of transmitting the disease will not
show a positive test. a person
may transmit AIDS, said Keeling, about 12 days after exposure.
Another problem wit h
AIDS testing, said Keeling, is
the person's reaction to a positive result. Reactions may include serious psychological
problems or even attempts at
suicide.
Keeling explained the fragile nature of the virus. "It is not
particularly virulent or hardy,"
Keeling said. The AIDS virus
outside of human beings stir-

World & National News Update
Courtesy New York Times

Court Hears Impeachment Evidence
PHOENIX, Feb. 29- The Arizona Senate began hearing evidence here today against Gov. Evan Mecham in the first impeachment trial of a governor in almost 60 years.
After the Senate overwhelmingly defeated a series of motions
to postpone the trail or dismiss the charges, Mr. Mecham's defense team formally entered pleas of not guilty on behalf of the
Governor, who did not attend the session.

Iraq Retaliates For Irani Missle Strike
NICOSIA, CYPRUS, Feb. 29- Iraq said today that it had retaliated for predawn missile attacks on Baghdad by firing longrange rockets into the heart of Teheran. Iran reported 16 people
killed in the bombing of a hospital by warplanes.
The official Iraqi press agency, monitored in Nicosia, said
five surface-to-surface missiles were fired into Teheran after two
similar rockets exploded in Baghdad, killing and wounding "many
civilians."
Iran's Islamic Republic News Agency, also monitored in
Nicosia, said that "two loud explosions" were heard after nightfall
in Teheran and that "there may have been casualties and damage."
It said the blasts, 10 minutes apart, were "from fresh Iraqi attacks," but gave no other details.

Rioting Shakes Soviet Oil Centers
MOSCOW, Feb. 29- The Soviet Union reported today that
one its key oil and natural gas centers was shaken Sunday by an
outbreak of rioting apparently related to recent nationalist unrest
in the same region.
The press agency Tass said the industrial city of Sumgait, on
the Caspian Sea, was the scene of the rampage. The city is in the
Azerbaijan Republic, which along with the neighboring Armenian
Republic, has been shaken by nationalist protests and clashes in
the last two weeks.
The eruption of violence in Sumgait, about 20 miles from
the Azerbaijani capital of Baku, suggested that the temporary suspension of massive protests in the Armenian capital of Yerevan
over the weekend did not mean a quick end to one of the most serious cases of nationalist unrest in the Soviet Union since the
1920's.

War Produces Two Guerrilla Factions
PESHAWAR, PAKISTAN, Feb. 23- The war in Afghanistan
has produced at least two factions of guerrilla leaders- Islamic
fundamentalists and traditional leaders with tribal and village constituencies- whose clash of ideologies and ambitions is hampering
negotiations for a Soviet troop withdrawal and an eventual peace.
Despite a recent show of unity in proposing an interim government if the Russians pull out, the seven Pakistan-based parties
in the Afghan guerrilla alliance remain deeply divided and suspicious of each other, according to people involved with the rebel
movement.
The divisions are considered especially troublesome now that
an agreement on ending the eight-year conflict appears to be near.

Tutu, Leaders Arrested In Cape Town
JOHANNESBURG, Feb. 29- Archbishop Desmond M. Tutu
and two dozen other church leaders were arrested today when they
marched in Cape Town to protest the banning of 17 anti-apartheid
groups last week.
In all, about 150 demonstrators, most of them clergymen,
were arrested in the march toward Parliament and detained briefly,
civil rights lawyers said. More than a dozen journalists caught up
in the crowd were also detained, including a CBS News film crew.
After their release, the churchmen, who included Archbishop
Tutu, the Anglican Archbishop of Cape Town; the Rev. Allan A.
Boesak, president of the World alliance of Reformed Churches;
and Roman Catholic, Methodist and Presbyterian leaders, said at a
news conference that they would take up the restricted activities of
the anti-apartheid organizations even if it meant breaking the law.

Obstacle Seen In Arab-Israeli Talks
AMMAN, JORDAN, Feb. 29- The problem of how Palestinians would be represented in a peace negotiation emerged today
as a possible obstacle to Secretary of State George P. Shultz's efforts to get Arab-Israeli talks under way.
As Mr. Shultz made a return trip to Jordan to report on his
discussions in Syria, Israel and Egypt, the Jordanians showed
signs of unwillingness to press the Palestine Liberation
Organization to agree to a joint Jordanian-Palestinian delegation.
Instead, Jordanian leaders have been telling Westerners outside
the Shultz talks that the P.L.O. is welcome to seek an independent seat at the bargaining table. The subject was not raised with
Mr. Shultz, according to one official who was present.

Increased Amnesty Turnout Sought
HOUSTON, Feb. 29- With top officers wearing sombreros,
immigration floats in Chinese New Year parades, fliers placed in
packages of tortillas, immigration officials are laboring to increase turnout as the nation's amnesty program for illegal aliens
enters its last 10 weeks.
It is all part of an effort to reach the vast, heterogeneous immigrant underground that could be aided by the largest legalization
program in history. nd it marks the stretch drive in an effort officials admit will fall well short of their original estimates.
Officials of the Immigration and Naturalization Service now
expect perhaps 1.35 million applicants to file under the general
amnesty provisions of Immigration Control and Reform Act of
1986. Originally, they had predicted two million general amnesty
applicants.

Israelis Begin March For Peace
ROSH HANIKRA, ISREAL, Feb. 28- Against a blustering
wind and all the odds, a group of Israelis -Arabs and Jews- has
embarked on a march to Jerusalem to strike a blow for peace.
The small column of 300 to 400 left today, a Sunday, from
this place on the Lebanese border to wind its way this week along
the coast and across the hills, wielding banners demanding an end
to Israel's occupation of the West Bank and the Gaza Strip.

vives only seconds, according to
Keeling, and is virulent for only
microseconds. Therefore, there
is a very low risk of catching
AIDS from blood left on a
doorknob or similar object.
Keeling in his lecture also
gave a factual account of sites of
isolation of the AIDS virus.
The AIDS virus is found in low
concentrations in saliva, tears,
urine, brain fluid and breast
milk, Keeling said. He also
emphasized spermicides should
be used not in substitution for
condoms, but in addition to.
Keeling said the intense
media coverage of AIDS has
created excessive fear about the
disease. Violent reactions, such
a burning the house of an AIDS
victim, may result from a community's reaction to AIDS for
the first time, according to
Keeling.
AIDS is a major problem
on college campuses, said Keeling, because "people who contract AIDS in high school or
early college years will not contract AIDS until after graduation." He pointed out that because college students can't see
the symptoms of the virus, they
don't think it is a problem in
their community.
Keeling expects AIDS vaccine development to take 15-20
years. He said government
funds for biological research
have increased steadily for the
last three years.
Funds for clinical treatment,
however, are still inadequate,
according to Keeling. Educational money, said Keeling, is
very tardy because of the political issues involved.

Remodeling
Committee
Formed
by Susan Orr
Staff Writer
Residence Life is forming a
new committee to oversee the
remodeling of Allegheny's residence facilities. Ron Cantor,
Director of Residence Life, will
chair or co-chair the committee,
to be composed of faculty, administration and students.
Ideally, Cantor feels residence halls should be examined
and renovated every 20-25 years,
due to normal wear and tear of
facilities. he says Allegheny
has not strictly adhered to this
plan. As a result, many of the
older residence halls are badly in
need of repair.
Some of the renovations
Cantor has in mind involve improvements in existing residence
halls. Such plans include carpeting in Brooks, Walker and
Walker Annex, new wooden
doors for rooms in south, and
installation of sound-proofing
and better lighting for rooms in
Edwards. Cantor also said,
"Changes have already started in
residence halls. New furniture is
arriving soon for lounges in
Baldwin and Edwards."
Cantor would like to see
larger changes take place. The
committee is considering plans
for construction of new residence
halls. Rather than building another large dorm, the committee
is considering building several
smaller dorms, for up to 50 students. Apartment-style housing
and special interest housing are
also being considered.
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Presidential Candidates
Debate Campaign Issues
by Megan E. Schneider
and Robert Klingberg
The six Democratic candidates discussed issues in a debate
sponsored by The Atlanta Journal and The Constitution last
Saturday in Atlanta. The Republicans, speaking Sunday also
in Atlanta, debated issues
including textile import quotas
and resolution of the budget
deficit.
Agreement was reached by
Massachusetts Governor
Michael Dukakis, Reverend
Jesse Jackson, Senator Paul Simon, Missouri Congressman
Dick Gephardt, Senator Albert
Gore Jr., and former Colorado
Congressman Gary Hart concerning the issues of education,
medical care, and drug control.
The issues of taxes and foreign
policy were heavily debated by
the candidates.

idea put forward in this campaign is protectionism."
While Dukakis, Gephardt,
Hart, and Gore dominated the
debate, Simon and Jackson
played less of a role. Jackson
cautioned the candidates about
fighting among themselves for
attacks on one another would
weaken Democratic hopes for
the presidency in November.
Southern polls over the past
week have shown candidates
Dukakis, Gephardt, Gore, and
Jackson close together in the
front, with Simon and Hart well
behind.
On Saturday afternoon the
six candidates joined a rally and
marched in a demonstration of
their support for the homeless.
On Sunday, the Republicans held their debate. On the
issue of limiting textile imports, an issue important in the
South, Senator Bob Dole and
Pat Robertson argued for
limitations on imports, while

AP Photo Courtesy Meadville Tribune

Democratic presidential candidate Michael Dukakis (right) debated taxes and foreign policy
in Atlanta on Saturday. Dukakis here discusses the Democratic race with NBC'sTom Brokaw.
Vice-president George Bush and
New York Representative Jack
Kemp opposed textile trade restrictions.
In defense of his point,
Bush stated, :I don't think we
ought to go down the protection
road. I don't want to see regulation. I don't want to see our
agricultural exports go down."

Dukakis criticized Gephardt
for favoring the Reagan
administration's 1981 tax cuts
because, Dukakis argued, the
cuts caused trade deficits and
"opened up Loopholes for the
wealthy."
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Gephardt claimed there is
"more to deficits than taxes."

•

The five other candidates
also criticized Gephardt's proposal to take punitive measures
against countries with restrictions against American exports.
Hart commented, "The worst
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But Dole, in response, said
candidates should be "sensible."
"Japan and Taiwan and South
Korea," retorted Dole, "already
block Florida oranges and Georgia peaches and Alabama watermelons."
Another issue focused on by
the candidates during their Sunday debate was the budget
deficit.
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CCDC Sponsors Trip
by Jonathan Watson
Staff Writer

Senior Brian Currie found
the trip very useful. Currie said,
"Going down [to Washington,
D.C.]
gives you a great opThe Counseling and Career
Development Center sponsored a portunity to get information."
trip to Washington D.C. for He also said the trip gives stustudents to learn about city job dents a good perspective on jobs
opportunities. Nine students in Washington.
The trip, now in its third
traveled to Washington February
18 to 20, along with Placement year, was started in conjunction
with the communication Arts
Coordinator Craig Falor.
Department
to "try to find ways
Falor said the purpose of
the trip was "to get information to help students who are not
by having interviews with em- participating in on-campus recruiting," according to Falor.
ployers and alumni."
Falor feels the trip is most
Students used the time in
Washington to have interviews beneficial to juniors and seniors
with prospective employers and because it provides an opporto research jobs potential in tunity to form contacts and gain
their respective fields. Students insight into possible career
also had dinner with D.C. Al- branches within a field.
Falor said the CCDC may
legheny Alumni. The alumni
presented ideas on what working sponsor similar shorter trips to
Pittsburgh and Cleveland.
in Washington D.C. is like.

Allegheny Outing Club
Plans Four Spring Trips

by Kim Walton
Staff Writer

The Allegheny Outing Club
is a group of students who enjoy
outdoor activities and sponsor
and organize trips. The club has
planned four tentative trips for
the spring term. These plans
include hiking/camping, cycling, white water rafting and
canoeing trips.
The hiking/camping trip is
planned for April 9 - 10 in the
Allegheny National Forest.
A cycling tour is very
tentatively planned for April 30
- May 1.
White water rafting in
Ohiopyle, PA is scheduled for
May 21-22.
The last trip of the year will
be canoeing on the Clarion
River. This trip is planned for
May 28-29.
Since the beginning on the
year, AOC has organized camping/hiking and backpacking
• ••
••••••
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trips, a canoeing trip on the
Clarion River with an overnight
stay in Cook's Forest and two
ski trips, including one to Peak
and Peak. Over spring break a
few members of AOC will be
going on an extended backpacking trip in the Smokey Mountain National Park.
AOC has made a major
camping equipment purchase
including tents, stoves and
backpacks. AOC equipment,
such as cross-country skis and
canoes is available to students
and faculty for a nominal charge.
Equipment use is free for AOC
events.
An AOC member, Laurie
McGowan, commented, "We
would like to make students
more aware of Allegheny Outing
Club and who we are. We
would like to see more student
participation on outings and to
see the equipment we have
available for rental getting more
use from students and faculty."
• •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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with student
Diane Nelson. Nelson and eight other students went to D.C. in search of job information.

Tn-Beta To Present Memorial Lecture

by Missy Davidson
Staff Writer

Asia.
Said Dr. Christine
Nebiolo, assistant professor of
biology, "I think Bradford would
Tonight the members of like this."
According to Nebiolo,
Tri-Beta, the biological honor
society, will present a lecture in Bradford passed away last summemory of former biological mer, a victim of cancer. For a
time, she said, he underwent ratechnician A.J. Bradford, rediation
and chemotherapy treatmembered as "Brad."
Dr. Duane Schlitter, Cura- ments. Nebiolo said the outtor of the Mamology Division look was hopeful. She said facof the Carnegie Museum of ulty and students were shocked
Natural History in Pittsburgh when he died. Carnegie hasn't
will present "Noah Was A been quite the same, said
Lumper" at 7:30 in 2 0 4 Nebiolo.
"Brad was a wonderful perCarnegie Hall with a question
son,"
she said. "It was very
and answer session following.
Schlitter's lecture includes emotional when he left for sick
reflections on the Noah's Arc leave. We were all unwilling
legend of animal species in sets to admit he would be gone
of twos, based on his own soon." In fact, from last January
mammal surveys in African and to June Carnegie did not replace

794 Park Avenue,
Meadville,
Pennsylvania 16335
Telephone: 814-724-6685

Bradford enjoyed working
with and learning from students,
she said. The members of BBB
made him an honorary member
in 1986. He would attend
meetings and lectures. Tri-Beta
members wanted to do something for Bradford, said Nebiolo.

Lecture Explores Czech National History

Ss by Paul Glock
•• Staff Writer

2 Baths, Laundry,
The third lecture in the
Livingroom, Kitchen, •
• History and the Social Sciences
Diningroom;
• Lecture Series, "The Folk and
Meaning-Fulfillment of Czech
June Lease
• National
History," was delivered
Call late evening 724-4471 • by Dr. Andrew Lass of Mount,
•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Bradford, hoping for his return.
Nebiolo said the secretaries and
staff took over his duties.
Bored,,after his retirement,
Bradford began working for the
college five years ago, said
Nebiolo. "He was so overqualified for this job." Bradford's duties included keeping the equipment working, ordering supplies
for classes, preparing for the
labs and running the audio-visual equipment.

• Holyoke College Thursday
evening in Ford Chapel.

Lass' lecture dealt with national history and the "reality
effect" that influences the
formation of history. As a culture develops its history, the
names of people and places becomes more important than the
actual event occurring there.
People accept the names as history, losing the full meaning in
the process. This filtering continues until what Lass called a
"society of named places" is
created.
This process affects historical material that may be uncovered in later years. If the new
material has within it names
that are recognizable, the
material is absorbed into the
history of the people, regardless
of the material's validity. If the
information is later determined
to be inaccurate, it becomes difficult to remove it from history.
The strain of removal can even
fo so far as to cause civil and
political strife.
Lass used Czechoslovakia
as an example in his lecture. In
the mid-19th Century, a set of
manuscripts, believed to be medieval in origin, were discovered
in Czechoslovakia. These
manuscripts were verydescriptive, detailing important events
and people in the nation's past.
Czechoslovakia, at the time,

was in a Romanticist movement, attempting to assert both
national history and cultural
identity.
Towards the end of the 19th
Century, it was revealed that
these documents actually were
clever forgeries. Discrepancies
between the manuscripts and established history of the time period had begun to arise. Despite this discovery, t h e
manuscripts had already been
accepted by the Czech people as
part of their national history.
The disputes caused by this
discovery that the manuscripts
were forged was the root of several small riots that broke out in
Czechoslovakia at the end of the
19th century, causing several
deaths. The riots were between
the people who believed the
manuscripts and the people who
thought the documents were
fakes.
Lass was born and raised in
Czechoslovakia, earning his
Master of Arts degree in Clinical
Psychology there. He completed his education here in the
United States, and is currently
Assista ► t Professor of Anthropology at Mount Holyoke. His
research efforts have aimed towards the intellectual foundations of anthropology and social
history.
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Editorial
Panamaragua
As events unfolded in Panama last week, it became apparent that we may be losing control of our interests there.
What two weeks ago was an improving situation has now
become critical.
The crisis began to unfold last month, when General
Manuel Noriega fell from American favor after he was
indicted in Florida on racketeering anddrug trafficking
charges. General Noriega is Panama's defacto leader: as the
commander of that country's armed forces, he has, for the
past five years, exerted complete control over the president
and legislature.
Shortly after his indictment, and Senate hearings about
his drug connections, the administration began to drop hints
that we would appreciate his absence from the Panamanian
government. Those hints became very loud at last week's
presidential press conference. President Reagan indicated
that the U.S. would prefer a return to democratic civilian
rule. It has been asserted that, behind the scenes, the Reagan
Administration has offered to drop the charges against Gen.
Noriega if he resigns his authority and allows the democratically elected civilians to rule the country.
This policy initiative seems to be at the root of the problem. Thursday evening, apparently in response to the President's comments, Panamanian President Eric Arturo Delvalle
fired Gen. Noriega. Now, Gen,. Noriega wasn't about to
take orders from an elected official. He used his political
muscle to have the Panamanian legislature fire President Delvalle and appointed a crony in his place, the next morning.
The Reagan Administration's strategy was flawed. In
pushing Gen. Noriega to resign, they underestimated both
his control over the government and the strength of the forces
opposing his dictatorship. Certainly the administration
didn't expect Gen. Noriega to step down in an effort to plea
bargain charges, for this assumes the General can imagine
himself standing trial in the U.S., and serving time in a U.S.
prison if found guilty.
Even worse, in forcing their hand in the region, the administration gambled that Gen. Noriega had little popular
support, that, as in the Philippines under Marcos, outside
pressure on that nation's dictator would rally public opinion
against him. But this so-called Philippines model does not
apply.
The opposition in Panama is not well organized, and has
a narrow base. So when Gen. Noriega used the week's
events to close the opposition paper La Prensa, opposition
movements like this week's general strike are slow to get
moving and yield poor results.
Gen. Noriega, on the other hand, has been able to rally
public support on his behalf, using an all too familiar chorus
of anti-imperialist, anti-American rhetoric. This is our
biggest problem. General Noriega has been able to sell his
country on American ill-intents, and some of his rhetoric has
even suggested he plans to cozy up to Cuba and Nicaragua,
both of which offered their resounding public support for the
new government.
In fact, we must now be very careful about our actions
concerning Panama. We have martyred Gen. Noriega, and
as he hinted last week, he just may take his friendship elsewhere. Treatment of Panama in the Philipine model has
backfired, further mistreatment of this delicate situation could
give Nicaragua a new and valuable ally. Applying the wrong
policies now could drive Panama into Nicaragua's arms.
Of course, the U.S. couldn't allow that, we'd have to
fight. Enforcing stiff economic sanctions at this point could
so alienate them that they would embrace their pro-Soviet
neighbors. We would then be forced to defend the Panama
Canal militarily, clearly an undesirable outcome. The best
thing to do now is to proceed with excruciating caution, applying pressure only when it increases tensions between
General Noriega and his people. Solidifying his position by
playing into his rhetoric of interference would give us another Nicaragua. And one is certainly enough.

Editorial Board Vote 5 0
-

The CAMPUS welcomes all reader response.
We reserve the right to reject all letters not meeting our
standards of integrity, accuracy and decency and to edit all
grammatical errors. All opinions expressed in letters to the
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Deadline for letters is 5:00 pm the Monday before
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and signed, with a phone number included for verification.
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Jimmy Swaggart Phenomenon
Offers Much To Think About
by Don Covill Skinner
Chaplain of the College
Shades of Elmer Gantry!
For the second time in less than
a year we are treated to the spectacle of a prominent televangelist being caught with his pants
down. It was less than edifying
when the subject was Jimmie
Bakker, and is no more so now
that its Jimmie Swaggart.
When you've seen one, you've
seen 'em all.
Response of the several
American publics to this latest
religious revelation are predictable. Those of us with a
need to believe that Swaggart
can do no wrong will try
desperately to catch him midfall
and raise him again to his
pedestal. Some heroes may not
step down, even when they
would. The continuous effort
required to stay balanced up there
may finally exhaust them, but
their weariness is no match for
the public's need for idols. The
drive to find substitutes for God
is insatiable, even in the church.
Those of us with a need to
believe that the church consists
entirely of folk like Swaggart
will find in his embarrassment
further confirmation of our assumption. Our enjoyment at
his discomfort is palpable -- but
caution is in order. The first
step beyond branding Swaggart a
charlatan is publicly to proclaim
our own moral superiority. And
self-worship is at least as deadly
a form of idolatry as is the adulation of televangelists. Those
who rejects the claim of faith do
not do so because they have disproved the existence of God, but
because of faith's inherent inconvenience: to acknowledge
that there is an authority in the
universe more deserving of loyalty than our own egos and intellects requires a change of priorities few of us are prepared to
entertain. Denying it is there is
the easiest route to ignoring its
claim. But it's still idolatry.
Still, those of us able to get
beyond blind loyalty on the one
hand and the celebration of
hubris on the other may still

take Swaggart to task on several
counts, not including whatever
silliness went on in the motel
room in the entering and leaving
of which he was caught by a
non-admirer with camera at the
ready. Frankly, I don't want to
know what went on in there; I
just had dinner.
First, a man of his pretensions might better have taken
himself to a pastoral confessor
or counselor a long time ago.
Whatever his problem is, he
states it has haunted him since
childhood. Good enough. All
of us harbor bones, if not entire
skeletons, in our adolescent
closets. And, given the drives
which all of us possess, and
concerning which we delight in
moralizing where the conduct of
others is concerned, they are
probably sexual. However, as

...He posesses the
unique ability to
communicate hatred
with the vocabulary of
love. The man seems
a bottomless reservoir
of viciousness and
rage. Now, he who
would not forgive...
pleads for forgiveness.
the Bible Swaggart is fond of
thumping says, "When I was a
child, I spoke like a child, I
thought like a child, I reasoned
like a child: when I became a
man, I gave up childish ways."
It is a sign of maturity to
know when one has a significant
problem, of whatever nature, and
to take steps to correct it.
Count one against Swaggart is
that he failed to do so, choosing
instead to cling to a childish
fantasy the discovery of which
could ruin him. Had he not
been so discovered, there is no
reason to believe that he ever
would either have confessed or
tried to correct the matter. But,
given his public record, there is
every reason to believe he would
have gone on castigating others

for moral breaches no greater-and many less significant--than
his own.
Second, Swaggart's behavior in the Bakker affair will
likely set the tone for his own
trial. Many will say it should.
Any who have observed him on
television know that he
possesses the unique ability to
communicate hatred with the
vocabulary of love. The man
seems a bottomless reservoir of
viciousness and rage. Now, he
who would not forgive (he labeled Bakker a cancer in the
body of the church which must
be cut out) pleads for forgiveness.
Maybe he will find it.
Whether he deserves it is another
matter. The literature of western
religion is cluttered with parables and admonitions to the
point: forgiveness is contingent
upon forgivingness. H a d
Swaggart the reputation for following his pronouncements of
judgement on just about everything he finds corrupt (and
there's a lot of it) by equally
fervent words of compassion,
one could take more seriously
his protestations of penance.
But they smell rather much of
deathbed conversion. So while I
wouldn't want to lend undue
comfort to the PTL, Swaggart's
apology for the unseemly enthusiasm with which he led the
wolfpack against the Bakkers
would restore a modest (a very
modest) measure of credibility to
his name.
Finally, there is the
remarkable--one wants to say
startling--manner in which the
whole charade is being played
out. It is a truism among observers of the religious scene, as
James Russell Lowell poetically
couched it, "time makes ancient
good uncouth." Here we have
the startling prospect of time
making ancient couth ungood.
There was a time when a man of
public reputation, caught so
cleanly with the goods, would
refuse to discuss the issue publicly; and most would have
looked fervently for a hole to
crawl into. If his wife was even

continued on page 9
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From The Editor's Desk Letters

WARC Conforms To The
Liberal Arts Philosophy

Fluff?
by Ann Bomberger
Assistant Ed Page Editor
So, what's the verdict? Is
this editorial going to be deemed
"fluff," or not? It is not on foreign policy - is your mind made
up now?

away with nit picky details."
Why is it considered nit picky to
feel insulted by the derogatory
stereotypes of women that
advertisers and others constantly
pound into our heads?

My roommate analyzed an
ad for her Communication Arts
When I sat down to pick a class. The ad had two little
topic, I found myself dismissing girls, happily preparing food
non-foreign policy questions as while the little boy sat at the
unimportant. All of my life, I table, talking on the phone.
have been getting subtle mesThe caption read, "A little
sages from people, telling m e
homemaker's fun is never done."
exactly what constitutes "fluff."
I'm sorry, but that's just a tad
If I want to talk about coups or
too close to "a housewife's work
wars or a Presidential candidate is never done" for me.
with aggressive foreign policies
- that's fine. But if it deals with
This is 1988 - we're eightfeminism, race, or poverty - I'm
acting like a bleeding-heart lib- ies women now (whatever the
hell that's supposed to mean).
eral.
How equal can we be when we
What is wrong with taking are constantly being told - well,
steps to eliminate serious prob- it's all right for women to have
lems we have within our own jobs, as long as we make sure
country? Someone told me the the household is being kept up
other day that "everyone knows and as long as we still look like
Democrats suck in foreign pol- we are twenty, when we are
itics." Just because Democrats forty. To quote a commercial,
are less aggressive in their for- the popular attitude is that, "I
eign policy, doesn't mean -they can bring home the bacon, fry it
up in a pan and never let forget
don't understand it.
you're a man." Advertisement
While Panama and and the expectations of m en
Nicaragua and Afghanistan are demand that women juggle all
important, they don't encompass the roles of "businesswoman,"
the only things worth dis- "mother," "lover," a n d
cussing. Our preoccupation "homemaker."
with war stems from the
patriarchal set up of society.
The problem lies in our
Until we change our assump- conception of the problem. If
tions about what is and is not feminists are just annoying, and
"important," women will stay women are already completely
right where they are.
equal, no problem exists. If war
and other traditionally "male"
Feminists are all shoved fields are justly glorified, other
under the general category of problems are inconsequential "bitchy women who get carried and my editorial is fluff.
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ti2, Delayed Emergency
R esponse Is Inexcusable

II

APO Does More Than Just Sell Books
I am writing this in response to Steve Spigarelli's ignorant statement of "And what
does Alpha Phi Omega do except sell books? I don't recall
ever having seen at them at
runout" in his Gender View
article in last week's CAMPUS.
Let me first address the latter part of the above quote. We
do not have runout because we
are primarily a SERVICE
fraternity not a social fraternity.
Secondly, as for what Alpha
Phi Omega does besides running
the Used Book Exchange, quite a
lot! Our many service projects

include raising and taking down
the flag every day; ushering for
the Lively Arts Series, VIP Series, and other public events;
the Red Cross bloodmobile
twice a year; our annual pingpong marathon; the Bowl-a-thon
for Kid's Sake; Sunday morning
cleanup of the campus; proctoring the Allegheny Competitive
Exam; blowing up balloons for
Homecoming; visiting nursing
homes; visiting Fairview Fairmont Home; spring cleanup of
YMCA; and painting and cleaning for Association of Retarded
Citizens.

Adviser

The CAMPUS is published once weekly during the academic year.
All copy and photos are the sole property of the Editorial Board.
Published in Meadville, Pennsylvania.
The CAMPUS, Box 12, Allegheny College
Office in Room U202, Henderson Campus Center
724-5386 or 724-5387

As a regular WARC all of the timeslots with the provide diversity or originality.
listener, I would like to point type of music played in the "5
If WARC conforms to the
out that the numbers Mr. Henry shows outside of the progressive goal of playing only popular
Corson reported in his editorial, format". One cannot assume the
"WARC Is Out Of Touch" arc Allegheny community enjoys music, what will the members
ncorrect. WARC broadcasts 46 only one type of music. of the Allegheny community do
shows per week. As big Listenership will not continue when they want to hear different
program posters in the post- to grow if WARC continues to and sometimes "unpopular"
offer variety that is not available types of music? Or shouldn't
office and Brooks indicate, tw
elsewhere.
I never would have the ASG budget be used to
of these shows play classical
listened
to
classical,
jazz, blues, provide students with the
music, three fit into the blues
and jazz category, two focus on heavy metal, funk, or alternative opportunity to learn about
reggae music, three target urban music if it weren't provided by something new and different at a
liberal arts institution?
rock-dance audiences, one caters WARC. We all know that the
local
radio
stations
do
not
to heavy metal listeners and nine
Sharon Slovenec
are rock shows. That leaves
imeslots to be lumped into
alternative-progressive" grou
If you took the time to a d' d
up the numbers of shows t hat
:05 a.m. this p ast the scene until nearly two hours
have been categorized abo ye,
Friday night, an resident of later--after the glass had been
you would realize that five are
unaccounted for. These sho ws Caflisch Hall was horsi ng swept up, the window patched
defy any stagnant descriptio n. around like any normal colle ge over with cardboard, and the
How do you classify a show th at student, but accidentally put h is blood drippings sopped up with
focuses on the Grateful Dead o ne right arm through a windo w toilet paper. Most of us were in
panel in a door. Although t he bed, or headed for bed, when the
week and on Joy Division t he
next. Each group has played a window was constructed of wire- Security Officer arrived to obtain
reinforced thick glass, the gla ss details for the report.
classic role in the progression of
shattered, and the injured stude nt
Although the situation was
musical development. It is ju st
suffered severe gashes on h is potentially serious, Security's
as hard to label a radio show as
forearm and fingers. We hear d response to the notifying phone
it is an individual person.
the smash, ran out of our qua d call was "So, what do you want
Along the same lines, the
"progressive" label includes a along with everybody else in th e me to do about it?"
section, and followed the man Y •
Well. Let us tell you, we
broad range music. At one edge
blood drippings to the injure d feel really safe knowing that
of this alternative musical
student's room downstairs.
Campus Security, with its usual
spectrum, you may find R.E.M.
The RA on duty was not i- lightning efficiency, is out
or the Talking Heads. At the
other end, I find the alternative fied immediately; another R A there, ready to respond in a mowas sent to notify Campus Se
music that I enjoy, like Savage
curity. The student's quadmates ment's notice to our minor ailRepublic and Negativland. Eac
h were administering first aid, and ments. We wonder what would
progressive show has a differen
t upon discovering the severity of happen if, God forbid, a potenapproach to music despite it
s
his wounds (his finger cut to the tially life-threatening accident
common label.
bone, deep lacerations on his would occur (as if this was not).
I don't enjoy progressiv
e
right
forearm), we promptly We shudder at the thought of a
shows that play R.E.M., but
I
drove
the injured student to the Security Officer standing at the
realize others do. And I ofte
n health center and subsequently to deserted site, hours later,
don't like what is played om th
e the hospital for stitches.
scratching his or her head while
shows at the other end of th e
We,
the
residents
of
fourth
watching
the blood stains dry.
progressive spectrum, at leas
t section, Caflisch Hall, deem it Can't something be done?
not the first time I listen to it
• necessary to point out that
But it is important that WARC
Campus Security's reaction was
Anthony Monta
provides the opportunity to learn
downright reprehensible, both in
Stephen Sears
about music that is unknown to
its
laggard
response
and
apparent
Scott T. Ekin
some people and enjoyed by
ignorance of procedure.
others.
J. Carlos Quintero
Although Security was noWARC would not increase
Tim Stearns
tified
seconds after the smash, a
listenership if they programmed
Chris Lengyel
Security Officer did not arrive on

And on top of all these service projects, the list of which
could go for quite a lot longer,
we give a great deal of money to
various charities throughout the
year. The money comes from
some of these service projects
and from the service charges
from our book exchange.
So, I would thank you, Mr.
Spigarelli, to not make such a
statement when you do not
know the facts.

Pamela Price
President
Alpha Phi Omega
Service Fraternity

You Should

Register To Vote
Tomorrow, 10:30-1:30 In The Post Office
A Public Service Of The Allegheny College Republicans
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Perspective
Liberal Press
Persecuted Nixon
I am writing not to reply to Nixon hold such an unfavorable
the content of the editorial by position in our country? It is
Mr. Petruna, but to its defama- because the press attacked him
on every front, 01 every day of
tory statements about Former
his presidency.
President Nixon. I am also
Well, what about the Wawriting to protest your charicatergate incident? (as Bruce
ture of Helen Gahagan Douglas's
Smith is probably seething in
misinformed derogatory nickhis office by now). That is exname of the former president.
actly my point. The very fact
Maybe we should examine why
that the press chose to dig up
Richard Nixon is (or at least
and exploit this minor incident
seems to be), as Petruna states,
proves their bias. Presidents
"distasteful in the public eye."
Kennedy and Johnson committed
It is exactly because he was, and
far worse acts during their tenure
still is, portrayed in that manner
in the White House. Yet the
by the left-wing liberal press.
Lyndon Johnson was by far press seemed almost in a eumore cynical than Richard phoric state in handling their
deficiencies. John Kennedy's
Nixon during his presidency, yet
faults were swept neatly under
the press coverage he received
the carpet and forgotten. The
was less defamatory. President
ill-conceived Bay of Pigs invaNixon was attacked and derided
constantly with The Washington sion, the gambling with the
safety of the United States durPost, The New York Times, and
ing the Cuban missile crisis,
C.B.S. leading the battle cry.
Why did the media hound and the almost laughable way
that the Kennedy family literally
President Nixon so? Maybe it
bought the election of 1960 are
was because he spoke for and
represented the majority of the clear examples of Kennedy's
nation. The radical fringe shortcomings, which were conviently side-stepped by the
couldn't comprehend, for some
strange reason, why the rest of press.
I am not saying that Presithe nation didn't hold their
dent Richard Nixon was blame"correct" views. Furthermore,
less for the wrong-doings of his
the press was embittered by
administration. I am saying that
Nixon's success with the poputhe press was just as, or more,
lous and decided to show
Americans the error of their at fault. The losers of this meways. The American electorate, dia white-wash are, of course,
you and I. We have been
which, by the way, enjoys a
large democratic majority, stripped of all the positive aspects of Richard Nixon's presisoundly elected Richard Nixon
over Hubert Humphrey. The dency.
To conclude, I believe that
population was presented with
the facts and issues and they we should not let the media exploit the American people in the
chose Richard Nixon. In 1972,
with the prospect of electing the way they did with Former
far left's choice, George President Nixon. His political
demise is a prime example of
McGovern, the American people
again chose Richard Nixon (he the liberal press's tyrannical,
undemocratic persecution that
took 49 states, including South
Dakota, McGovern's home should not be allowed to ever
happen again.
state).
So, back to the original
Charles Jacques
question, why does Richard

Swaggart Has Earned
His Just Reward
continued from page 7

of mercy, the sacrifice of love,
willing to hear his confession, it
known only to God--but to no
most certainly would have been
other human being. Its the only
way, you see, to prevent
done in private.
If you have any doubt about humility from blossoming into
the extent to which the form of pride. And pride--the need to be
religious practice is conditioned admired and envied by one's
by the tastes of secular society, peers--is, as they say, the
behold: we have just witnessed deadliest sin. The paradox of
penance as a media event! Sex, just the Christian faith which
intrigue and suspense...a cast of Swaggart pretends to espouse is
thousands...years in the making! that those intangible rewards we
This ain't Dynasty, fans. This recognize as the only ones worth
display was brought to you by a giving your life for are won
man who, only hours before, only at the cost of passing up
was touted by his supporters as cheap imitations.
Which is Swaggart's
one of the few you could still
hangup right now. Protesting
trust.
You'll forgive my broken his guilt, his shame, his need
record, but here, too, there's a for forgiveness, he yet has done
problem. And yes, its a reli- so in the way calculated most
gious one. From a biblical per- brazenly to keep him in the
spective, humility is a spotlight. The mouth cries
precondition of faith. Jesus ad- penance, but the actions are a
monished his followers to hide continuing pursuit of attention
their religious actions in the and self-serving egotism. So be
closet, noting that God values it. Jimmy Swaggart has his remost the earnest prayer, the act ward.

WARC Is What You Make Of It
During my freshman year at
WARC, progressive music was
the bane of my broadcasting existence. The music was trash, I
thought; why should people
have to listen to trash w hen
WARC could be playing cool
stuff like (surprise) the stuff on
my show? Why did we have a
small clique of wierdos at the
top dictating that everyone had
to play music nobody wanted to
listen to? WARC w a s
obviously out of touch with the
college and reality. The sooner
someone brought them to their
senses, the sooner we could get
down to making a real radio station, with real music, that people would actually enjoy.
Sound familiar? The meat
of that paragraph, can also be
found in the letter written by
Henry Corson in last week's
CAMPUS. I don't know how
long Mr. Corson has been at
Allegheny, but his obstinate intolerance of WARC's format
leads me to believe he is another
newcomer to the scene with his
first case of format shock.
To begin with, I still have a
rock and roll format, as of now I
have no interest in doing a progressive show, but I am no
longer so antagonistic toward
the music itself. I have found
that the term "progressive" covers many different styles and
types of music: it would take
an extremely narrow-minded
person not to find something he
liked. Somewhere along m y
musical path I stopped rejecting
this music simply on the basis
of its classification and opened
my ears and eyes to what the
station had to offer. There always has been and always will
be music I can't stand, but
there's also a lot to like: with-

out WARC I doubt I ever would
have had the opportunity to hear
any of it.
It saddens me to see many
of my comrades seal themselves
up in their own little niches and
refuse to expose themselves to
anything new or different. Mr.
Corson's arguments are just another manifestation of this
mentality. I consider the discovery of new ideas, music, or
whatever to be a crucial part of
this arcane thing known as the
college experience. While I
would rather not play or hear
progressive music all the time, I
am glad to have something like
WARC here to expose us to a
world of music I didn't even
realize existed.
In the words of a very
pertinent After Hours article
written a while back, • "Try it,
you might like it." If you don't,
WARC does have classic rock,
R&B, dance, reggae and heavy
metal. The WARC executive
board (of which I am a member),
the "Small number of people
who dictate what we listen to"
according to Mister Corson, actually represent several formats:
progressive, rock, dance, and
jazz. If you include our assistants, you'll find alternative rock
and heavy metal thrown in as
well.
It is WARC's goal to find a
balance between progressive and
nonprogressive formats to increase listenership and still retain our progressive edge. We
aim to please; we obviously
can't please everyone. The FCC
requires us to have a format that
dominates our programming,
and we try to be as diverse as we
can while staying within those
boundaries. By the way, Mister
Corson's statement that there

were only five nonprogressive
shows on WARC, and only two
on during prime time is incorrect. I can count thirteen off the
top of my head, and there are
four nonprogressive shows during prime time hours.
As for WARC's Over The
Edge concert a few weeks ago, I
found that the attendance there
was no worse than that of any
other Saturday Night. Life
activity thus far, and how many
of you even stopped by to check
it out? A friend of mine who
went only because I asked him
to found himself staying longer
than either of us expected.
While he was not so much into
the band, he realized they were
serious musicians and found it
very interesting to simply sit
back and absorb a musical experience he'd never had before.
WARC's basic purpose is to educate as well as entertain: why
not do it in every way possible?
Mister Corson, and all of
you who agree with him, I understand how you feel. But I
think you'll find your argument
a shallow one, even if you don't
read this letter, but simply look
more closely at what we do at
WARC. The debate continues
within the executive board as to
what kind of balance to strike
between the progressive and
non-progressive formats. I myself think there should always be
a large variety of music to
choose from, but the progressive
edge must continue. Allegheny
College itself is whatever you
make of it, and that fits WARC
perfectly well also.

Carl Garrett
Production Director,
WARC

Have A Favorite
Presidential Candidate?
Tell Us About Him,
Write To BOX 12 Low

THE CANDIDATES

It's Fun, It's Educational, And You'll Be Famous!
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Stress Is The
Spice Of Life
by Richard Chafey
Director of the CCDC
Guest Columnist

Allegheny swimmer trains for Nationals.

Photo by Paul Glock

STRESS! It's a word we
hear everyday. This is largely
because we have become more
aware of the vital role that stress
plays in our day-to-day lives.
For each of us, including students, stress is a major factor
involved in many of the physical ailments and emotional
problems we experience. Stress
is a quality-of-life issue because
it influences how we feel, how
enjoyable our relationships are
with friends and family, how
well we do our work, and how
much we enjoy ourselves.

The signs of stress are
sometimes obvious such as the
panic before a test, headaches,
and bouts of worrying. Other
stress symptoms may accumulate over time and may not be as
easily recognized or their source
understood. Examples might be
feeling tired and needing more
sleep than usual or not being
able to fall asleep, being unable
to concentrate when studying,
seeing fewer friends and having
less fun.
Becoming more alert to the
symptoms of excessive stress is
an important first step toward
dealing with it. Mobilizing to
confront the stress constructively is more difficult than recognizing symptoms, b u t
fortunately there are some things
that students can do to try to
help themselves.

But just what is stress?
Stress is the body's physical and
mental response to the demands
made upon it when we feel
threatened, pressured, or hassled.
To begin with, it may help
These demands require that we
to
accept
that some stress is an
adapt
and
adjust.
Some
demands
butterfly, 400 individual medley, by qualifying in the 100 yard
by Angela Mathur
are actually pleasant and excit- inevitable part of academic life
500
freestyle,
and
1650
Sports Writer
backstroke, and the 200 individing. Examples of these include and to view it as a challenge,
freestyle. The women's relay ual medley.
the
exhilaration of a sports not a problem. Our interpretateams have qualified in the 200
Dave Yezbak's performance event, the stimulation of a live- tion of certain events frequently
The swim team won't have and 400 yard medley. Team
a chance to take a breather after members lclude Toth, Kelly in 50 yard, 100 yard, and 200 ly exchange of ideas, or the intensifies the negative stress we
conferences because Nationals Donahue, Kate Thoman, and yard freestyle events are National thrill of a love affair. On the experience and that can be restart March 8th and continue Cynthia Kangos. The 800 yard qualifiers, also. The men's relay other hand there are those situa- versed by altering our percepthrough the 12th. Coach Erdos freestyle relay team of Kangos, team in the 400 medley consists tions that cause anxiety such as tions and thoughts. Second, exhopes to see the team top last Thoman, Toth, and Doremus of Gardner, Stewart, Troy Mock, meeting deadlines, having work ercise regularly in some activity
and Yezbak. The 400 freestyle pile up, or trying to find a job.
that you enjoy and which helps
year's 10th and 13th places held also qualified.
relay team shows Matt Jordan,
to increase your endurance and
by the women's and men's teams
The stress response is, prepares you for future stress.
The men's team shows an Yezbak, Gardner, and Todd Sterrespectively.
equally impressive roster for na- litz. In the 800 freestyle relay however, normal. At times it
On the women's team, tionals. Pat Stewart qualified in the Gators list, Sterlitz, Yezbak, serves to protect us from potenTry to sleep on a regular
Tammy Bachman and Leslie the 200 yard individual medley, Mock, and Mark Frantz.
tial harm and sometimes motischedule and get the amount of
Doremus both qualified in the 400 yard individual medley, and
vates us to try new experiences, sleep you need to feel rested and
Divers Melissa Moody, face new challenges, and meet clear-minded. Use your natural
100 and 200 yard breaststroke. the 200 yard butterfly. Jay
Janet Toth Qualified in the 200 Gardner capitalized on his talent Keith Lazarcheff, Paul Svetz, our goals. The problems of energy rhythms for getting your
and Donna Killion have qualified stress are usually the result of most difficult assignments done.
• **•• ♦ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ♦
on the one meter and three meter feeling overwhelmed by demands Some people benefit from eating
•
All The Current Music plus
boards.
NEW
that seem beyond our control or
•
OLD
•
a balanced diet with plenty of
occur
because the stress persists
•
12" Singles and CDs
Coach Erdos hopes that top
RARE
fruit, vegetables, and grain
unabated until our energy is de•
• swimmers, "Cynthia Kangos pleted. Dr. Hans Selye, the late foods. Nutrition experts
•
• and Kate Thoman together with stress research pioneer, defined generally agree that eating
• the divers will score some high
•
stress most eloquently and sim- breakfast is essential to health
•
RECORDS & COLLECTABLES
• points, and if the relays can pull ply as the "wear and tear of life." and serves as a buffer against
•
"LET US FIND IT!"
•
• together, we have a good chance
stress. Reduce your consump• of finishing high."
If stress is a fact. of life and
••
215 ARCH STREET
tion of sugar, salt, fat caffeine
(ACROSS FROM THE POST OFFICE)
if it can be positive or negative,
•
and junk foods.
Placing in the top eight
1/2 Million Oldies
•
MEADVILLE, PENNA. 16335
•
just
much stress is enough,
•• means an All-American status. andhow
••
PHONE: (614) 333-9403
how do we know when
Manage your time wisely
Placing in the next eight is
stress has become a problem? by planning your schedule in
honorable
mention.
Allegheny
tr
Determining an optional level of advance. Since you will almost
has seen success so far this seastress is an individual matter always have too much to do,
son if they stay consistent they
that is influenced by a mix of a decide what is most important
have a good chance of capturing
person's personality, level of and what must be given lower
some titles.
physical fitness, heredity, beliefs priority. Taking control of your
Erdos adds that "it is and values. Some students seem
important that the relays do to thrive on high levels of stress time may involve learning to
well, because they will score the while others function much bet- say "no" to some activities as
top points." The Gators are ter at a slower pace. As a general well as to other persons' requests
hoping that their hard work and rule, most people will function and expectations.
talent will help them to surpass better when they are experiencTry to keep things in pertheir eleventh place ranking and ing neither the extremes of too
spective. Sit quietly for a while
end the season in the top ten.
much nor too little stress.
and take a few deep breaths. Ask
COUPON OFFER
yourself how important is the
Good for $2.00
situation which is causing you
stress and what's the worst thing
off any service
that could happen anyway.
(limit one coupon per person) II
Usually you begin to see that
Expires 3/16/88
the stress is manageable even if
it can't be entirely eliminated.

Swimming/Diving Strive for Top
Ten Finish At Nationals

•

•••

••
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Finally, be willing to ask
for help when you feel the need.
Talk to friends, seek out a sympathetic faculty member or a
counselor. There are many specific ways a counselor can assist
students in learning to cope effectively with stress. Help is
always available. Stress need not
be the enemy. Since stress is a
reality, why not make it the
spice of life?
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Women Take Second At NCAC's:
Dudeck Scores 42 and 1/2 Points
Last year, Shannon West of
Ohio Wesleyan won the Outstanding Track Performer award
for winning the 300 yard dash,
the
440 yard dash, and the 60
The Women's Track and
yard dash. Shaver managed to
Field team proved thatthe Gators
win 3 events last year as well ,
are still a dominant force in
taking the one mile, 'two mile,
NCAC competition, taking secand 880 . The one mile was
ond place in the NCAC Track
run on a separate day however;
and Field Championships at
these two performers accomOhio Wesleyan University last
plished alot, but the accomFriday and Saturday, at the
plishments pale in comparison
Branch Rickey Memorial Field
to Dudeck's 5 victories in one
House.
day, not including the 880 yd.
Christine Dudeck lead an
and 1000 yd. trials the night beinspired Gator attack, winning
five events, including her anchor fore.
Coach White was pleased:
leg of the first-place mile relay
"She (Dudeck) was absolutely
team, for a total of 42 and 1/2
incredible, everyone w a s
points; this accomplishment
snickering at the idea of Chrisgarnered Dudeck the Most Valutine winning every distance
able Track Performer Award of
event,
exept for two people -the conference meet, and conChristine
and Myself."
tributed the lion's share of the
Donna Moulton was also
Gator's 104 point performance.
instrumental in the Gator's outWooster won the NCAC title,
standing performance, scoring
scoring 146 points.
It was Dudeck's intention to 28 and 1/2 points. Moulton had
the undesirable task of facing
win every event she entered, and
West
in three events; she preshe did just that. The astonishvailed,
beating West in all three.
ing fact about her winning all of
In
the
60 yd. dash, Moulton
her events is not only that no
took
third,
in a time of 7.79
woman has ever won more than
seconds,
which
was her best
three before, but that Dudeck
time,
and
only
.03
seconds off
won all five events in a matter
of
Jen
Nassar's
school
record of
of two hours and ten minutes.
7.76,
set
in
1986.
West
finished
At 2:50 p.m., Saturday,
fourth
in
this
event.
Dudeck won the one mile run in
In the 440, West w a s
a time of 5:03.88, breaking the disqualified
for a false start, and
former NCAC record of 5:08.34
Moulton
again
responded with
set by Jen Shaver in 1987; at
her
personal
best
time, 61.53
3:45, Dudeck won the 1,000
seconds,
which
breaks her
yard run in a time of 2:52.32,
school
record
of
61.90, set
breaking Carol Glatz's school
earlier
this
year.
record of 3:01.4, set in 1987; at
In one of the most dramatic
4:05, Dudeck won the two mile
races of the day, Moulton outrun in a time of 11:07.4,
kicked West in the final straight
breaking her own NCAC record
away of the 300, West's
of 11:18.2, set in 1986; at 4:45,
speciality. Moulton again had a
Dudeck faced her toughest
personal best time of 39.03 secchallenge, but managed to beat onds, which breaks the school
Leanne Findell of Oberlin by
record, 40.82 seconds, set by
1.23 seconds in the 880 yard
Chris Binnie in 1987.
run, with at time of 2:25.9;
Coach White believes that
finally, at 5:00, Dudeck ran the
Moulton is now just beginning
anchor leg of the championship
:o realize her potential: "She is
Mile Relay team, giving her 2
definitelycoming into her own.
and 1/2 more points.
She proved to be dependable un-

by Daniel Loughran
Sports Writer

der pressure, and that's the sign
of a championship athlete. She
ran her three fastest times today: ,
Chris Binnie capped off a
personal topsy-turvy season on a
positive note, scoring 15 and
1/2 greatly appreciated points in
the meet. Coach White emphasized her leadership qualities:
"She scored when it counted, and
that's all that matters. I was
happy to see her come through.
The good ones always come
through when it counts."
Binnie took fourth in the
440, fifth in the Long Jump,
sixth in the 60 Hurdles, gained a
big lead for the Mile Relay team,
and in her most impressive accomplishment of the day, shattered the school record in the 600
taking third place in a time of
1:31.12. The former record,
1:35.86, was set by Carol Glatz
in 1987.
The 880 yd. relay team,
spearheaded by Ellen Kemp,
Jackie Hughes, Jeannine French,
and Jen Keenan ran much better
than planned taking third place
with a time of 1:58.12, seven
seconds better than their personal best.
Katie Tiedemann scored in
the 1,000 yd. run, Triple Jump,
and the High Jump. "If she
(Tiedemann) ever takes track as
seriously as possible, she will
dominate the NCAC," stated
White.
On paper, Allegheny was
figured to place third, about 25
points behind Ohio Wesleyan.
Instead, 10 of the 12 competitors scored, and all but Carol
Glatt (who was unable to train
properly, bogged down with her
senior project), had a personal
best performance, flip-flopping
the score with Ohio Wesleyan,
which scored 85 points.
"One of the highlights for
me today was when Lynda Kohl
beat her best time in the 880
(Yard Run ); I put her in the
trials not really expecting her to
do so well, but because she was

Public Affairs Photo

Christine Dudeck was awarded the MVP award for an
amazing five event win at NCAC's this weekend.
in a different heat of the trials,
she almost beat Christine's
(Dudeck) qualifying time. I was
stunned, it just typified the
competitive spirit on this team."
Some noteworthy facts am
that of the 11 running events,
Allegheny won 7. The other six
teams in the conference won 4.
Of the. field events, Allegheny
was only able to score 8 points.
This hurt the Gator's chances of
winning the NCAC title outright. Coach White expressed
his frustration: "We could do
much better in these events if
we had proper training facilities
-- we just don't have any place
to go practice the High Jump,
Long Jump, of Triple Jump. To
practice these events properly ,
we need an indoor pit." White
also mentioned that he has about
90 solid Track and Field recruits

for next season, many of whom
are talented in the field events.
White, who coached Southern Methodist University's
Men's Mile Relay team to a
second all-time best collegiate
Mile Relay ( 3:00.81), stressed
the personal satisfaction gained
from coaching at Allegheny. "
The greatest joy I get in coaching at Allegheny is the fact that
the athletes actually bring their
books and study at these meets.
They compete just as hard, but
academics is definitely more
important. Sometimes this even
hurts us; we felt the loss of
Carol Glatz, who had to devote a
great deal of time to her senior
project. However, I train my
athletes the same way, regardless
of the fact that we're in Division
III athletics. We run the same
program !Aare."

Sports Editorial:

Olympic Coverage Commercialized And Biased

by Jennifer Kinego
Staff Writer
The Winter Olympic
Games...I have waited four long
years to watch them again. It
has been much to my dismay to
turn on the television and see
what I loathe the most commercials. Granted an ice
skater or skier graces the screen
occasionally. But it happens so
seldomly that I wonder if the
Olympics are really on, or if
there has just been an increase
on winter sports commercials.
ABC's coverage of the
Games is truly disheartening. It
is hard to capture the "spirit of
the Games" while watching yet
another car advertisement.
Through the use of commercials, ABC receives enough
money to cover the Games. But
is that the only alternative?
I wonder if ABC even
looked into other means o f
funding. Probably not. Commercials have worked well for
years, as the principal means of
income. Why bother to put any
effort into looking for other alternatives? Well, for one rea-

son, it would give the viewers a ples ice skating team's faces and
saying "you're in fifth place." reporting.
After all, does it really
This happened right after they
matter
how many medals the
were done skating and visibly
U.S.
team
brings home. I
out of breath. To be attacked
though
the
"spirit
of the Games"
with a statement equating
"You're not in first place, what was to bring together the best
do you think," is an embarrass- athletes in the world for simple
ment to the profession of competition. This "my country
has more medals then your
chance to see more of the ath- country" attitude is a childish
letes who represent the best in
shame.
the world.
Of course there is a strong
One alternative could have sense of patriotism included
been through private donations.
with the Games. I admit I love
If people were approached with it when a U.S.A. team member
the idea of donating a small
wins the "gold". But that
amount of money in order to doesn't mean I'm going to igwatch commercial free coverage, nore the other competitors.
I believe a substantial sum could
In the 1500 meter speed
have been raised. After all, we skating competition, a U.S
raise millions of dollars for the
skater broke the world's record.
hungry and homeless. Certainly
The commentators went wild.
it would have been worth a try "Wasn't Flaim (the U.S. skater',
to reduce the number of comstrong. Didn't he look great!'
mercials through public dona- he was strong and he did look
tions. Even I, a poor college great after breaking the record.
student, would have given
It is a double blessing to lx
something.
in first place at the Olympics
If the commercials aren't and also break the world's record
problem enough, we are also But two pairs of skaters later
subjected to the poor commen- Hoffman of East Germany
tating. How about shoving the broke Flaim's record to become
microphone into the U.S. cou- the leader. What happened tc

the commentators? Were the ,,
muzzled between races? Fifteer
minutes passed before it wa:
even mentioned that Hoffmar
set a new world's record. Wha
ever happened to unbiased re.
porting?
One comment that will live
with me forever came after a five
second clip of the men's icc
skating competition. T h c
commentator said, "These arc
the skaters who don't have a
chance at finishing in the tor
ten. We'll be back for the im•
portant skaters later."

if they aren't point to be winning. If I were the producer of
ABC, I would ask for both a
verbal and written apology to be
given to the athletes who
weren't "important skaters."
Between commercials and
poor commentating, the fifteenth Winter Olympic Games
have lost a little of the magic
for me. I guess I will have to
wait another four long years to
watch them again. Hopefully
my waiting will not be in vain,
and the coverage will be up to
standards for something as important as the Olympics. I
won't be holding my breath,
though.

I could not believe my ears.
These athletes work too hard to
be considered unimportant, even
*000
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Women Clinch
Conference Title
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by Meg Hale
Assistant Sports Editor

Shouldn't this man be fouled?

Photo by Scott Hamrick

Men's Basketball 10th
In U.S. Division III

by Mike Doupe
Staff Writer

It was the 1987 NCAC
Mens Basketball Championship
Tournament, and in the finals
matchup between Allegheny and
Ohio Wesleyan University, the
Gators came back from a 19point deficit to take the title of
conference champs. The scenario was not quite the same last
Saturday night in the 19 8 8
tournament finals as the Gators
were dethroned in a 91-77 loss
of OWU's Battling Bishops.
After toppling Wooster in
Thursday night's semi-final
game in the David Mead Fieldhouse, Allegheny headed for the
College of Wooster to play the
finals against a team that shared
the tournament's top seed. The
defeat was not faced without
strong resistance late in the second half. While the first half
was marked by a plodding Allegheny offense that scored more
with set plays titan with the fast
break, the second half revealed a
frantic Allegheny tempo that
brought the defending champs
within ten points after being
down by as many as 26.
Key on that night were
starters Gene Williams, Garrett
Daggett, Rich Seidel, and Jon
Pittman. Williams was the
team's high scorer of the
evening. Pittman's defense
against OWU's Lee Rowlinson
was a tough duty to draw and

Pitty made Rowlinson work
hard for all of his 27 points.
"There were a few long minutes
in the first half, where we
couldn't score at all. That killed
us in the end," explained Coach
Reynders.
The men's basketball season
doesn't end here, however, as the
Gators intend to pursue regional
and national titles in the NCAA
Division III National tournament. Bids for Nationals were
extended to the top 32 Division
III teams in the country while
Allegheny rests in the #10 spot.

Coach John Reynders' outlook
on his team's chances against
top division III teams from
around the country is both
guarded and optimistic: "The
team's outstanding season
shouldn't be ignored after Saturday's defeat. We've ranked in the
top 20 all season and have the
most wins in Allegheny Mens
Basketball history. However,
no Allegheny team has won the
first round at nationals." Allegheny will take on Franklin
and Marshall in Scranton this
Thursday at 6:00. p.m.

Losing only one player to
graduation, Seagraves is also
confident in the depth of the returning team members, four of
With an 80-37 victory over whom will be seniors and three
Wooster in the semifinals of the juniors. "Recruiting is real imNCAC championships and an portant over the next few
84-71 win over Ohio Wesleyan weeks," added Seagraves. The
in the finals, the women's bas- competitive nature of this year's
ketball team clinched the starters is vital to the team's
success, but working on
conference title once again.
Senior point guard Suzanne strengthening and improving the
Helfant ended her college career games of the incoming freshmen
as the NCAC player of the year is of great importance as well.
Seagraves said next year the
for the '87-'88 season. Junior
Shelly Brown was placed on the women are competing in two
second team, and sophomore tough tournaments. Aside from
Cindy Kyler received honorable that, she hopes the general level
of competition in the conference
mention.
Despite their outstanding will improve. The weakness of
record this season, the cagers did their opponents this season
not receive a bid for nationals didn't help the Gators compete
because, as Helfant stated, "We to their full potential.
With the basketball season
lost out six big games." Coach
complete, new endeavors are beRonda Seagraves felt their loss
to Gannon, a Division II ing pursued by the coach and
players for third term. Seauniversity, didn't hurt them as
graves
will be the assistant
much as the games they dropped
softball
coach.
In this position
to Scranton, Muskingum,
she
will
encounter
four of her
Kenyon, and the two they gave
"hoopers" (Deb Macejka, Shelly
to Thiel.
Brown, Ronnie Bohm, and
Helfant called Seagraves a
Suzanne Helfant) in a new arena
"good motivator" and feels next
of athletics.
year's team has a big advantage
In terms of more futuristic
because each player gained valugoals, Helfant is presently
able experience this season. She
attributes this positive playing . looking to enter a graduate proexposure to the fact "no one gram at either John Carroll,
Ohio State, or Ohio University.
knew who would start [each
game].Helfant said the team She hopes to receive a graduate
members were pressured to do assistantship in coaching baswell in every practice because "a ketball at the university she decides to attend.
bad week in practice could mean
Post-season training is the
you wouldn't start."
next step for those players who
Freshman Ronnie Bohm is don't play a spring sport. Until
Seagraves' hopeful for next sea- October 15, the women are on
son as she moves up to take individual weight training proover Helfant's position. Sea- grams and will work on
graves said that "She has big improving their various skills.
shoes to fill, but she's quick and Whether on the basketball court,
has assets Suzanne doesn't have softball field or in the weight
- she has come a long way." room, the members of the numOverall, Seagraves is convinced ber one women's basketball
the maturity level of next year's team will be working toward
team, combined with their self-improvement to come on
experience, will truly pay off.
stronger than ever next season.

Sports Spotlight
Compiled by Christof Heinrich

Soviets, E. Germans Dominate Games
The Soviet Union won a record 29 medals at the '88 Winter
Games surpassing their old record of 27 medals set at the 1976
Games in Innsbruck, Austria. East Germany was second with 25
medals.
East Germany, a country with only 17 million people, won
four times as many medals as the U.S. which won 6 medals at
the games. The U.S. total was the lowest since 1936 when the
Americans managed to take home five of the 51 medals awarded
at the Games.

Flames Lead NHL Point Standings
The Calgary Flames are leading the NHL point race with 81
points despite having been forced to play 11 straight road games
due to the Olympic games. Montreal is second with 80 points
followed by Boston and Edmonton.
The Minnesota North Stars are at the bottom of the heap
with only 43 points.

Brian Leetch Joins Rangers
Olympic superstar defenseman Brian Leetch worked out with
his new team, the New York Rangers, Sunday for the first time.
The Rangers are hoping the speedy defenseman will help get
them into the play-offs this year, the Rangers are currently trying
for the fourth and final Patrick Division play-off spot with New
Jersey and Pittsburgh.

Massachusetts, Colorado, Wisconsin
Lead Nation in Number of Olympians
Massachusetts, Colorado and Wisconsin each sent 17 athletes to the '88 Winter Games in Calgary to lead the nation in
Olympic athletes.
Among the athletes from Massachusetts were eight hockey
players, two of whom were former teammates at Acton-Boxbero
High, Allen Bourbeau and Jeff Norten. The Massachusetts contingent compromised over 1/3 of the entire hockey team.
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Community Casualties Hype-Hippies, Angst
AH Thoughts
by Mary Evangeliste
Student Writer
Lately I've been reflecting a lot
on life and not really living. A threeterm system is not accommodating
to those of us who reflect far too
much. Someone once told me that
they call my kind of people in Brazil
"The Festive Left."
_
X&
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I'm close to the middle ages of
my life. Everything is dark, gloomy,
sad, and full of fear. I've lived
through my classic stage and am
awaiting my renaissance.
The other day I told my friend
(well, he's actually not my friend although I've spent many hours in his
presence) that the reason we don't
communicate is because I'm reflecting on living and he's trying to live. I
would love to say I'm pulling an Anne
Sexton or an Alienated Artist but I

all over the hype-hippies took a drag
on their cigarettes, slouched back
into their over-Romanticized,
trashed couches, and waited, good
and stoned, for Classic Tracks on
the great heroin-MTV. MTV illustrates "form without function." What
the hype-hippies seem to forget
(maybe it's the drugs' fault) is that
Classic Rock wasn't always Classic
but considered very "cutting edge"
in its time--just like the music we
"weirdos" at WARC play during our

"Everyone is into this hippie-sixties
revival thing :
having critical yet,
uninformed opinions about everything."
can't.
Ugh...I think I'm one of those
misguided few who read too much
beatnik literature to think I have to
live by the rules; I especially don't
want to live by the beatniks' rules,
the hippies' rules, the disco rules,
Ozzy rules, dude.
Everyone is into this hippie-sixties revival thing: wearing tie-dyes
and such and having critical yet, all
too often, uninformed opinions
about everything. One of these
things is WARC.
Everyone bitches about WARC
yet no one ever lifts a Classic Rock
Finger to help. There were many
positions available on the board but
hardly anyone applied; when it was

shows.
Drugs were not Romanticized or
beautiful, but frightening when I
went to high school. The young
people in my beer-bellied, cigarsmoking, spaghetti-eating town
started to do bong hits in junior high.
By high school they were trying to
get their acts together. Not that I
agree with Ron's and Nancy's approach with the "just say no" campaign...nevertheless, it is a serious
problem. Maybe not for us. We actually made it to college, though
some of us will never get out.
Lately I've also been thinking a
lot about the "Home of the Brave",
"Land of the Free", but mostly I've
been wondering why even the pre-

The Gender View

by Sarah Leritz
Class of '90

Second term. The mere utterance of the phrase "second term"
often brings to mind connotations of
dread. What is it about second term
that creates this overall sense?
Do institutions implementing the
semester system rather than the
trimester system realize the detrimental effects of second term on
the student body? Second term at
Allegheny causes "the second term
blues", which has been known to
induce tears for no apparent reason.
Second terms also infamous for the
highest rate of "transferitis" among
freshmen. The persistent thought
of transferring as the only cure for
the blues.
Upon returning to campus in
early January, after the exceedingly
long six-week break, some of us are
still suffering from "post-holiday depression." The few weeks following
the holidays can be disheartening
because it all seems to have comae
and gone so quickly. This is the
second year in a row I've missed
taking down the Christmas tree, the
final indication of the holiday's end.
Of course, the winter weather of
Meadville is the culprit causing the
most depression among Allegheny
students during second term. The
constant absence of sun accompanied with the continual supply of
snow is enough to bring anybody
down. Getting out of bed for an
8:00 class to face the cold harsh
world is a feat in itself.
Trying to walk through two feet
of snow in the blistering cold is no
joy, either. I can't count how many
times I've feared for my life while
walking up the hill, as the icy patches
call out my name. And what about
the poor "Ravinites?" Has anyone
ever considered how much they
must suffer during second term?
That constant cold you just can't
seem to get rid of; just imagine the
boxes of kleenex used during sec-

and term. As soon as you think
you've finally beaten your cold, your
roommate gets it and gives it back to
you!
The fact that second term is the
"in between" term surely has detrimental effects on the psyche. First
term brings the excitement of a new
school year and enthusiasm shared
by everyone. Third term brings to
mind images of spring: green grass,
long days, and fun in the sun. Then
there's second term: images of

Why Second Term Sucks

As hopeless as second term
may seem, coping with it does have
is rewards. After all, second term
doesn't last forever (although one
may argue it is the longest ten
weeks of the year). Don't let the
econd term blues overwhelm you.
nstead take heart and keep in mind
hat third term is in sight. You've almost survived the worst term of the
y ear, and I congratulate you on such
a feat. Tuna Deck, here we come!
No guys allowed).

,

turtlenecks, dry skin, and frozen
toes.
The greatest danger of second
term is the serious lack of motivation
that overcomes many of us. There
seems to be an inexplicable cranky
disposition among the Allegheny
population. How many of us experience that horrifying tendency to do
absolutely nothing but hibernate?
Second term epitomizes the dismal
routine.

sent day counter-culture depresses
me.
Maybe it's because my brothers
lay in front of buses, wore communist garb, refused to cut their flowing
locks and GOT BUSTED. It made my
mother cry, gave her grey hairs, and
made her more nervous than she already was. Maybe it's because exploring 'EGO-DEATH makes some
obsessed with their EGO. Maybe it's
because finding the TRUE
ESSENCE makes some intolerant of
those who have not.
Don't you know about COSMIC
CONSCIOUSNESS, MAN?!
Maybe it's because psychedelic
introspection leads to Isolation, Re
gression, Aggression.
Aggression is where I live now.
It is not a pretty room. It doesn't
have any pink or light blue flowers,
no warm sunshine. Not even a
painted rainbow. I want to move.
Maybe I can redecorate, not just
redecorate, but DECORATE--creating my own RENAISSANCE.
To prove that all progressive
music is unintelligent, unimaginative
garbage, here is a quote from Laurie
Anderson:
Paradise is exactly
Like where
You are right
Now
Only
Much
Much
Better

by John Gregory
Class of '89
Yeah, second term sucks. It really sucks. I think that's great. Second term is my favorite term just because of its "suckiness." It provides
a world of opportunities that 1st and
3rd terms don't.
I'm one of those people who
love to watch people wipe out. Not
much chance of seeing that happen

in good weather. So, there's the
justification for icy sidewalks-- people bite it and people, like m e ,
laugh... hard.
Another great thing about the
ice and snow is the fact that it cuts
down on roadtrips. Not only do I get
to spend as much time as possible at
Allegheny but I also never miss a
Saturday Nite Life event! Yup, second term makes me feel like an incredibly lucky guy.
Being sick constantly is another
bonus: I'm addicted to Sudafed and
Cepacol and I like to grab as many
chances as possible to visit my
friends at the health center.
Coughing and sneezing, and listening to other people couqn and
sneeze, also makes the classroom a
much more stimulating academic
experience. The intermittent outbursts keep me awak:
Hey, did I mer:tin the lack of
sunlight? I know its a comfort to me
that I don't have to worry about retinal damage due to the sun's powerful rays. And there's no cancercausing rays acting on our skin!
Last but most importantly, I like
how the most popular sport is complaining. And everybody plays it. It
gets pretty competitive but its a lot of
fun. You complain to me about how
much you have to do and I'll tell you I
have more! And then I'll bitch about
how there's nothing to do and then
you can tell me that you're a lot more
bored. C'mon everybody's doing it!
So, I guess the term from hell
sucks and that's not such a bad
thing. Just get out there and enjoy it
while it lasts-- only two adventurepacked weeks left!

Next Week's Topic:

What
Feminism Means
To Me
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Women In The Old Boy Network
by K.J. Cannon
Guest Writer
Achievement in corporate
America requires some dextrous acrobatics on the part of the women
today. Success requires a successful image. For women, this means
high fashions, which means high
heels. Climbing the corporate ladder in high heels is an arduous task.
Jumping professional hurdles in a
skirt isn't any easier.
When the professional woman
enters the business world, she
faces a system designed by men
and for women. The Old Boy network does not embrace the career
women in the office, though its
members might enjoy the view.
Corporate America measures the
woman's intrinsic value as an art object rather than for her professional
contributions. She becomes the
object of the office, there to beautify
the surroundings and to avoid any
future discrimination suits. Women
don't work in the office, they decorate it.
Good fashion sense makes
good business sense for the career
woman. A fashionable wardrobe
displaces skills and experience as
the most valuable asset for female
professional opportunity. How far a
woman advances in 1988 may well
depend on how high her hem rises.
Short skirts presently dominate the
fashion market and therefore mold
the chameleon-like image of the
corporate woman.
Women are at the mercy of a
fickle fashion market since their professional success depends upon
appearing up-to-date in the fast-

paced world of business. However,
keeping the frenzied pace to the
fashion world presents a more
formidable challenge for women in
the business world. Women's fashion, which changed yearly in the
70's, now revamps itself on a seasonal basis. Women don't compete
in the office, they compete in the
department stores. Female professionalism becomes an excercise in
shopping and closet cleaning.

70's and now hold over 40% of professional positions. Women's corporate images change more frequently than men's, due to the perpetuating belief that the women's
salary is not essential to her survival
but goes toward luxury items and
supplements the male's income.
Her salary is expendable and therefore economic demands placed on
her by the fashion industry merely
absorb the money she makes in her

"Women are at the mercy of a fickle
fashion market since their professional
success depends on appearing
up-to-date..."
Fashion is an economically taxing reality for the professional wornan. Unlike her male counterpart, she
cannot buy a navy suit to last the
next three winters and a beige one
for the summers. The high turnover
in the women's style makes such a
thought impossible. One year it's
short skirts and the next it's full
skirts. One spring floral prints dictate
fashion trends and the next crisp
white does.
The growing frequency with
which style changes coincides with
the number of women in professional positions and the subsequent
increase in women's earnings.
Women composed less than 30% of
the professional work force in the

"jobette." The professional woman,
the fashion industry contends,
works for the sport of filling her closet with pill-box hats and dyed high
heels to match.
The male-run fashion industry
thinks women dress to appeal to
men. Complicated outfits and sleek
Dff ice attire result from this mentality.
Women come to the office to meet
the most desirable men, not to apply
their knowledge. Professional
women just want a better lot of men
from which to choose, the argument
goes. Or they take a job to amuse
themselves with the possibility of a
career in a man's world. The fashion
industry involves women in an inexhaustible game of dress-up to insure
their amusement.

Wednesday Night Film Series

TONITE:

FRIDAY NIGHT:

The fashion industry thoughtfully provides guides to update
women on its developments. The
monthly fashion magazine is as
valuable to the career woman as her
trade magazine. It is the blueprint to
a successful image. In a nation obsessed with achievement a nd
beauty, our image of the female executive becomes the icon of modern feminity.
These publications distribute
advice for women's social lives as
well. In articles on how to capture a
man's attention, to what to do with
smudged mascara, fashion magazines to help women to avoid the
Old Maid dilemma. Old Boy values
prevail in fashion magazines by addressing the career of the professional women as a display case from
which to allure men and to escape a
life of unfullfilment symbolized by
the Old Maid.
The seemingly harmless euphemism of the Old Maid fuels the
fashion industry and promotes the
fear of "the undesirable career
women." Some women suffer the
fear of professional over-achievement. Most women participate in the
fashion game, whether out of professional "necessity" or choice.
What woman would want to be the
Old Maid; unblossomed liked the
popcorn kernels at the bottom of the
pot. thrown away like the card nobody wants, shriveled like the woman jeered by children? The fashion
philosophy believes that wearing
high heels helps a woman attract the
man who will rescue her from social
rejection.
Fashion establishes the office
as a place in which to compete
Continued on page 7
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Comp Is A Four Letter Word
by Laura McGarry
Guest Writer
Dear Mom and Dad,
Can you believe that my senior
year is already two-thirds over?
Spring break is just around the corner and there is talk of Fort Lauderdale in the air. But instead of the
Florida sun beating upon my face, I
will have Meadville slush puddles at
my feet. My spring break will be fully
devoted to working on and hopefully completing my senior comp. I
realize it is hard for you, or anyone
else not from Allegheny for that
matter, to understand what I am going through. So I decided I would
dedicate this letter to giving you a
little insight on the Allegheny senior
comprehensive project.
A Comp is a four letter work here
at Allegheny. It is a word to be used
with extreme caution, especially
around seniors. If perchance the
word should slip while in conversation with a group of seniors, there
arises and immediate tension in the
air, looks of guilt and anger flush
upon all faces, and finally the room
files out. Where do they go, you
ask? They go to a building that is
dreaded by all who do go there. It is
large, intimidating, and institutional,
and there is always a huge black
cloud overhead. This building has a
name. It is a name that is second
only to the word comp when it
comes to words that should not be
brought up casually. This building is
called the Library.

At the library the library prison
staff has gone to the greatly appreciated trouble of providing each senior with a cell in which to comp. Of
course they prefer us to call these
cells "comp cubes", but we all know

what they really are. Great pity is bestowed upon all who inhabit these
cells, because it is here where the
comp is written.
Writing a comp begins with research. This means reading books,
articles, equations, and charts.
While reading it is important to take
notes. Most people take notes on
little white index cards so that they
can mix and arrange them anyway
they want. These little white index
cards then go into an index card file
box, which is always within the
comping senior's range of vision. It
is carried to and from the library everyday, It is with the senior when
she goes to the bathroom, and

when she takes a shower. It is even
with the senior, in spirit, when she
goes downtown to the bars on Saturday night.
After researching and taking
notes, the next step a comping senior takes is to arrange the notes
cards according to chapters. That's
right - this paper is long enough that
it has to have chapters. And from
there you begin to write. And you
write. And then you revise. And
then you revise some more. An average comp is between sixty and a
hundred pages. However some of
my colleagues prefer to go overboard and write more than the typical
student. This, I can assure you, is a
case out of the ordinary. For most of
us a hundred pages is more than
enough!
When the comp is finally written
it is still not over. Why, you ask? It is
not over because the poor senior
must have an oral where the professors on her comp board shine a
bright light on her and ask intimidating questions. These orals usually
last an hour to two hours in a closedIf detected early, the cure rate
for colorectal cancer is very high.
It can be as high as 75 1r0.
Because we now know how to
detect it early. And we know how
to fight it once we detect it.
There are three simple
checkup guidelines for men and
women without symptoms.
One, get a digital exam every
year. This is recommended for
everyone over 40.
Two, get a stool blood test
every year if you are over 50.
Three, after two initia! nega-

off room in which there is no one but
the senior and the inquisitors.
When the oral is finally over, and
the senior has been told they have
passed, that senior is known as Decomped. There is almost nothing to
stop them from graduating from Allegheny at this campus. Automatically, the senior acquires a new status on campus. Being de-comped
means it is excusable for the first
time in one's college career to be
absolutely irresponsible. For the
half term or so that is left at college, it
is OK to lay out in the sun all day, go
out every single night, and yes,
even to blow off classes. If ever any
guilt starts to creep into the senior's
mind, it soon goes away with the
thought "I'm de-comped. Why
should I care?"

I can't tell you how much I want
this time to arrive for me. It will come
soon enough. At least, that's what I
keep telling myself. But for now I
must return to my cell and COMP.
Love,
Laura
tive tests one year apart, get a
procto exam every three to five
years if you are over 50.
These guidelines are the best
protection against colorectal
cancer you can have.
If you're not over 50, please
give this information to friends
and loved ones who are.
In any case, please help spread
the word.
Good news doesn't always
travel fast.

AMERICAN
CANCER SOCIETY

**** ***** ******************************
KNOW ANY GREATPROFESSORS?

41:

The Julian Ross Award for Excellence in Teaching was established in 1982 by the Alumni
Association of Allegheny College. The $1,000 award will be presented annually to an active
member of the college faculty who has demonstrated true excellence in teaching. Dr. Ross,
class of 1923, was a professor of English at Allegheny for 43 years and also served as Dean
of Instruction from 1949 to 1966. For generations of Allegheny students, his life and work
represent the highest ideals of the teaching profession.
Nominations for the award are being sought from alumni and students of the college and
may be made by submitting a letter to the Office of Alumni Affairs, Box 7. The letter should
include a narrative presentation explaining why this individual is being nominated, and
should be based on the following criteria for a good teacher: encourages independent
thinking; states clearly course goals and objectives; provides sympathetic and constructive
assistance; communicates knowledge and abstract ideas clearly; inspires interes and
enthusiasm; encourages questions and participation; prepares well for classes; possesses
and excellent, up-to-date command of his or her specialities; demonstrates professional and
personal integrity; exhibits fairness in devising and grading examinationss; prepares
appropriate and challenging assignments and examinations; provides sound and reliable
academic adivisng. Please make the nomination information as specific as possible, citing
examples where appropriate.
Letters should be submitted to the Office of Alumni Affiars by March 31, 1988, in printed or
typed form, and should include student's name, address, class, major, courses taken from
the nomin ee and relationship to the nominee.
A committee of faculty members, alumni, and students will review all letters of
nonmination. Presentation of the award will be made in the spring term.

41:

Previous recipients of the Julian Ross Award include:
1982 - Dr. Irwin N. Gertzog, Political Science
1983 - Dr. Charles B. Ketcham, Religios Studies
1984 - Dr. Christine M. Nebiolo, Biology
1985 - Dr. Samuel S. Harrison, Geology and Environmental Science
1986 - Professor Richard E. Kleeman, Art
1987 - Dr. Dieter P. Lotze, Modern Languages

Nominations due to the Office of Alumni Affairs,i
Box 7, by March 31,1 9 88
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Meadville's Academy Theatre Re-Opens
by Pat Bywater
AH Editor
Meadville's Academy Theater
has been saved from an uncertain
future by a concerned group of private citizens calling themselves the
Friends of the Academy of Music.
The group recently closed a deal on
a six-month option with the Academy's current owners and plans a
grand re-opening this Thursday with
the showing of the film Suspect.

Beginning with Thursday's reopening, the theater will be open
Thursday through Sunday for one
showing an evening at 8 p.m. The
theater will be staffed by volunteers
from the Friends of the Academy.
After a ten-week period, Stewart
plans on expanding the number and
types of events held at the Academy. Stewart plans to add production
and booking of benefit shows to the
Friday night schedule, as well as
renting the theater to interested local groups. According to Stewart,
"The acoustics of the house is perfect," and the stage, which w as

Cou rtesy Mead

After the closing of the Academy, over five months ago, the
Friends of the Academy of Music
formed as an ad hoc committee of
Meadville Council on the Arts in order to look into ways to save the historic theater. The group, chaired by
Anne Stewart, approached the
Meadville Redevelopment Authority
in the hopes of finding contacts who
would be willing to fund the restoration and operation of the Academy.
After some deliberation the Redevelopment Authority decided to take
on this task by funding the project
under the auspices of their Downtown Revitalization Plan. With the
funding provided by the Redevelopment Authority and the volunteer
support provided by the Friends of
the Academy, a six-month option
was purchased and the re-opening
of the Academy became a reality.

The Academy Theatre will re-open for Thursday through Saturday.
Suspect will be showing each night at 8 p.m.
originally built for live shows, is in
excellent condition.
After Suspect; In the Mood will
be showing from March 10 through
March 13 followed by The Princess
Bride from March 17 through March
20. Both are teature films released
in 1987. Admission to movies is
three dollars and during Friday night
benefits admission is eight dollars.

The Campus Grille
delivers...

Right to pour hot tub.

,4.4.••••••••••••••••••••• ••441,
Apartments for Rent
Quiet, Furnished,
Near Campus
Students
333-8778

04

TDeliverg Hours:
16:30 - 11:45 PM
I.. •
•

0 ■11111111 ■ 1111

Open:
7:30 AM - Midnight
•
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Dear Seniors,

CLASSIREOS
Last day to send a transcript March 10, 1988,
requests may be ieft at the registrar's office to be
sent after grades are recorded for 2nd term.
Seniors: First fitting for senior cap and gowns
will be Thursday, March 3, 1988 from 8:30 am - 4.00 pm in the bookstore. March graduates,
especially, should make use of this fitting session. Three more fittings will be held third term.
A $10 fee is required at the fitting.

ATTENTION JUNIORS AND SOPHOMORES:
The deadline for submitting applications to be
Student Orientation Advisors (SOA's) next year
is MARCH 4. Please bring your completed
applications to the CC DC by 5:00p.m. on the 4th.
If you have misplaced yours, or if you never

The 1988 Senior Class officers are currently
planning your Senior Week activities from
Tuesday, June 7 through Commencement,
Sunday, June 12. Watch for newsletters updating you on the status of Senior Week, and be
formulating ideas you may have for activities.
!nterested seniors will also be needed to help
plan events. Stay tuned. . .

.

WANTED: 2 or 3 female roommates for 3 irdroom apartment on Cullum Street. Call 3372569 or write to box 1552.

received one in your post office box, please stop
by the CCDC to pick up another. REMEMBER.

March 4 is the last day to submit your application.

T.J. Litwiler, President
Hope Wright, Vice President
Sara Coyle, Secretary/Treasurer

Students with gay/lesbian concerns wanting to
consider a support group, contact Chaplain Skinner. Confidential

Looking for someone who can type in French.
Call 337-0032.

PERSONALS

Roommates,
Thanks for being with me this week-

Chris,

To Gordo, Gus & Jose Jimenez,
Punch a hole in the sky

end - no matter how weird it was. I love you guys.
Love,
Roommate

Have a happy, sunny day.
PSI still think you're really cute.

FURNISHED ROOM for rent. Walking distance
from Campus. Call Nancy at 336-3151

Renee

Buzz

Oh, I named our new drink the Rosary - Think
about it!

Your life, more than your words, will reveal what
R.M.P.

1.)Q: Where DO the Coppertones go when the
sun comes out?

Racquetball anyone? Aski?

really controls you.

A: Not Brooks Lounge

What kind of stairs would enable a grandmother

Facetious people . . . try to make the Christian
hope of "Heaven" ridiculous by saying they do
not want "to spend eternity playing harps." The
answer to such people is that if they cannot
understand books written for grown-ups, they
should not talk about them. . . People who take
these symbols (i.e. harps, crowns, gold etc.)
literally might as well think that when Christ told
us to be like doves, he meant that we were to lay
eggs. C. S. Lewis
Objective truth demands a total response. Warm
feeling and shivers are not enough; they are not.
even required. --Becky Pippert

2.) Q:Why do they call me "YUCKMOUTH"??

to be younger than her granddaughter? Spiral?

A: Cause I Don't BRUSHIIIII

Alpha Phi Omega movie night.
Thursday (3-3), 8 pm, Caflisch TV Lounge.
Monty Python - Everyone Welcome.

Five Days straight, huh?

SUZ-

I always love the shape of my buttocks!

Only 1 more week until margaritas in
the hot tub - and no more clay under my finger-

nails

There would be less commotion in the middle of
a convent, Trust me.

Beth

To the friends of John,
I hereby inform you, mockery is the first sign
of jealousy. What are you doing with your time?

Who would've thought a little girl like you could
destroy my beautiful wickedness?

Johnny Zee,
Thanks, but I like THAT fish .. .

"Wait a minute, we're not all going to fit."

Assume nothing, for nothing is what is there

Psuedo Quad,
Chris, Are we friends in my sober state, too?
Go ahead--Cut him up; Buzz is next!
Clare

To allwho helped with my comp (and you know
who you are, dahlings): Eternal Thanks! Break
out the Asti!

Frog--

.

You're the greatest!

--Krums

Hustler

Jski-A quickie in the front room? Have you no
shame??!

Loyal Fan Club,
Last week's personal was cheap. But what
can you expect from the Ho's of fourth floor?!
Maybe if you raised your standards you'd be able
to have him -- I doubt it.

Dead-We're resting ... after two steps? I hated not
being able to color in every little space with
crayons. He is not my crush.

"If we let things terrify us, life will not be worth
living."
--Seneca

--As always, Jelly

Laura D,
Which one was your date Friday night?!

Tony,
Any truth to the rumor that Fairport people
have nothing to play with?

Give me the gift of a ripped--top sock!

PS I'm not taking you up on your perverted offer.
I still choke on small bones.

APO The Marathon is going to be great!
Tom Dolan wears blue Underoos, and he plays
with his roommate!

Mo (alias Edith Bunker),
She had to come in here and piss us off.
Love,
The Businesslike Sow

Mark-Thanks for a fabulous evening — By the way,
do you play Lacrosse?

Paul,
Do I get around that much?
Chris,

Sigs-You don't have anything that the Kappas can't
bite off!

Thanks for the cigars and the talk.
Jer
D.C.

Congratulations to all the new Theta officers. It's
goung to be a great year!
Love,
Jill

I think I know that "zip-zip" or...is that
"zup-zup"?

---D.K.
Anyone interested in continuing Allegheny's
SPEECH PATHOLOGY program please call
333-9129 or write Box 1331 as soon as possible.
Without your help, it is likely that this program will
be discontinued next year.

Shelweekend.

! know you wonder what purple
sweater man's girlfriend thought of his numb
tongue.

HeatherEating breakfast just isn't the same
without you. Who else would help me figure out
"that guy from the Muppet Show" and the difference between a "Mr. Bobo" and a "Not a Mr.

-His most attentive student

Joe,
You really earned that dollar (I hope
you didn't pull any muscles) and there's more
where that came from....

Bobo"? I also appreciate how you stare at me
when I make a slurping noise I hope no one else
hears.

A 'Nasty' Admirer

-Kelly

Coming Soon -Josh Thompson's fan club.

Vicki,

,

Tired of Crew? Go Biathalon.

Remember? (went to a pseudo-highschool.

Love,
Jill

Wrinkled?! I feel like I'm wearing a tye-dyed
sweatshirt minus the color.

Katherine-

You just made the biggest mistake of your life.

I love my shroom. I'll miss you this

So what you're saying is that I can get
chicken and pizza from the same place. Ho, ho,
ho!
Love, Lola from the Copacabana

Note: The CAMPUS' policy concerning Personals states that each must be written on a separate
sheet of paper. Multiple Personals on a single
page may not be printed.
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Choral Groups Present
Winter Concert
by Deb Bartle
Copy Editor
At 4:00 on Sunday, March 6, the
Allegheny College Choirs will present their annual Winter Concert.
Dr. Jamison, the Choirs'
conductor, notes, "Despite the
usual winter term illness, fatigue and
winter blahs, the singers have
worked hard. They are performing
more artistically this year than has
been the case before by the end of
second term. Rehearsals have been
long and demanding , to get this
ready. "
The repertoire for this concert
was selected with the Choirs' May 1
concert in Cleveland in mind. The
Choir, Chamber Choir and Women's
Ensemble will perform a joint concert
at St. John's Cathedral, with the
University Circle Chorale and Chamber Choir of the Cleveland Institute
of Music.
Allegheny has strong ties with
the Institute. Dr. Jamison has been
designated principle guest conductor of the Chorale and Chamber
Choir, and will share the podium with
Mr. Gilbert Brooks, Conductor of the
Chorale and Dean of the Institute, in
the Chorale's tour of the British Isles
in June. Brooks is expected to attend the concert on Sunday.
The Chorus will begin the program with a madrigal, "All Lust and
Freund," by Hans Leo Hassler, "The
Death of Nathan Hale," arranged by
Robert Shaw and Alice Parker, and
"Kittery, " a paraphrase of The
Lord's Prayer, by William Billings.
Billings is considered one of the first
important American composers.
The Chamber Choir will follow
the Chorus with a piece by William

Byrd, "Alleluia! Cognoverunt discipuli." The Chamber Choir has a diverse program, with poetry by Lord
Byron in a romantic setting by David
Foltz and a poem by Nathan Fast in a
modern setting by Gabriel Fontrier.
The Women's Ensemble has
been working on a tremendously
difficult setting of "Ave Maria" by
Gustov Hoist. This piece is for 30
women divided into 8 parts. The
Women will also perform "Musiken
klang" by Sethus Calvisius and
"When Good King Arthur Ruled His
Land", a comic piece by Halsey
Stevens.
The Choir will close the program
with "Jauchzet dem Heren", a double choir arrangement of Psalm 100
by Heinrich Schuetz, followed by
"Hosanna to the Son of David" by
Orlando Gibbons, "Of Love" by
Dede Duson, and "Valiant-for-Truth"
by Ralph Vaughan Williams. Jamison chose "Of Love" for the text,
which he considers an important
message to all members of the Allegheny community.
Sit down and rest
life will wait for a
few moments.
There's still time to
practice bye
for a little while
time to let the fresh
air of real peace
into your life
be still.
And learn again how
to live,
raise your eyes and
see beyond this
narrow life
learn to love
and fill your heart
with sunshine.
Be still.

Working Women Are Slaves
To Fashion
Continued from page 3

With short skirts of the 60's being revived, women should look beyond the fashion statement that this
style bore and rediscover the political messaae it also carried. Women
should make it fashionable to concern themselves with the women's
issues of equal pay on the job, instead of meeting male expectations.
Women should look beyond the
narrow views of the Women's fashion
magazine to discover women's concerns and the natural beauty of
womanhood. This might require
looking beyond the women's section of the magazine rack. Just wear
a pair of high heels and you'll be able
to reach the other shelves.

against female co-workers. Even
the woman who conforms to business' fashion etiquette presents the
best image possible, not to get a
man, but to prove to her female colleagues that she is beautiful enough
to have him if she wants. The professional women spends her energy
checking her stockings for runs
when that time could be used more
productively. High fashion complicates and diverts her attention from
her profession.
High heels and the euphemism
of the Old Maid place women at a
disadvantage in the business world.
The pursuit of beauty hampers the
effectiveness of professional wornen in the work force.

2

Elizabethan Costume Photo Taking
by Berke Breathed
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Three Top Tens By Two Funny Guys
by Eric Schwerer and Frank
Veltri
TOP TEN REASONS TO GO
GREEK AT ALLEGHENY
10) See how the other half lives.
9) Impress your old High School
friends.
8) Have a cheering section at intramural games.
7) Gain the instant respect and
admiration of all your professors.
6) You are an undercover spy for
the LCB.
5) Have a place to go on Saturday
nights when the CC Events end all
too soon.

4) Loose lots of friends you had
when you were a freshman.
3) Impress your family with your
knowledge of the Greek alphabet.
2) Insure yourself an RA position.
1) Greek Unity.
TOP TEN REASONS TO USE THE
NEW CONDOM MACHINES
10) See how the other half lives.
9) You wanted to see what one
looked like and/or you are tired of
wasting your quarters on soda.
8) Gain the secret respect and admiration of all your hallmates.
7) Impress your friends with animalballoon sculptures and/or put on
condom finger-puppet plays.

44 .i'm so depressed. It was my brother's birthday
last night and I was in charge of making the cake.
"Well, I made the cake, a great big triple-fudge
layer cake and before it even got a chance to cool,
I ate the whole thing plus an entire can of fudgeswirl icing. I ate the Very Vanilla ice-cream, too,
a gallon of it.
"Of course, I felt bad about the cake, but it's no
big deal about the calories. I just made myself bad
the whole thing up.
"The party was awful... one of our family's
famous get-togethers, and of course I ate like a pig,
so I had to make myself throw up again. I took a
handful of laxatives, too. It's funny. My family

6) You are an undercover spy for the
Catholic Church.
5) You like to be thought of as "that
kind" of guy/girl.
4) Protect yourself from the deadly
AIDS virus.
3) You thought they dispensed
something else.
2) To engage in premarital sex.
1) To engage in premarital sex.
TOP TEN REASONS TO BE INDEPENDENT AT ALLEGHENY
10) See how the other half lives.
9) Impress your old high school
friends with your independent nature.
8) Insure yourself a position on

hasn't the faintest idea how I can eat so much and
not gain weight.
"I hate these stupid get-togethers. How can I feel
like such an outsider in my own family?"
—Betsy, 22, bulimia victim
Betsy is not alone. She is one of an estimated
500,000 young women in the U.S. suffering from
the eating disorder known as bulimia.
This binge/purge addiction is a vicious cycle
that wreaks havoc on the victim's teeth, kidneys

Tri-State Eating Disorders Center
At The Medical Center
Beaver, PA, Inc.

1000 Dutch Ridge Road/Beaver, Pennsylvania 15009

WARC.
7) Not be embarrassed by rude
drunken friends at intramural games.
6) Protect yourself from the deadly
AIDS virus.
5) Gain the instant respect and
admiration of all your professors.
4) You are an undercover spy for the
government seeking out young
males who failed to register for the
Selected Service.
3) You used to be a member of Alpha Chi Rho.
2) Make a statement.
1) Avoid being stereotyped and/or
be able to pick and choose your
friends without any social constraints
whatsoever.

and intestines as well as the bulimic's personal
and professional life. Sometimes, the cycle ends
in death from heart failure or a ruptured stomach.
At The Medical Center, we've developed a
comprehensive program to meet the special . needs
of patients with eating disorders. Through our
Tri-State Eating Disorders Center, we've helped
both patients and their families understand and
cope with these problems.
For confidential information, call toll free
1-800-622-2832 in Pennsylvania; 1-800-782-2832
outside Pennsylvania. Professionals are available
to answer your questions 24 hours a day.
Don't let an eating disorder consume your life.

